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NEW MEXICO STATE RECORD
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1918

SUBSCRIPTION $1.50
PRIDE OF AMERICAN NAVY

LARGE AMOUNT WILL COME
TO N. M. IF SMITH BILL
CETS THROUGH CONGRESS

NUMBER 219
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HERE AND LAMY PLANNED But neither
court adjudging Smith in-tention being called to the opportu- district
tons to Italy, and 2,500 tons to and retards the work tof all the
efforts made publicly to induce him
sane nolding tnat tne condemned
Mexico.
New
in
Teacher
nities
offered
total
for
the fupils in the school.
shipments
The appointive officers will be an- to subscribe to the United War Norway. The
man was aware of the nature of his
Meeting with members of the state "To
themselves
with
0 should
Me"get results worth while, the crime and its punishment.
provide
year up to November 1st were
Ford
the
left
Fund
Smith
the
nounced
drive,
incoming
worthy
by
Henry
corporation commission Wednesday movement
The
must be state-widtons as against 423,405 tons for home remedies, specially those of an
time of installation tropolitan Opera House in New
of
of
convicted
murder
the
was
at
the
matron
morning several railway officials of time is opportune,
Short talks on
the same period last year. The de- antidotal nature.
calling to arms Sheriff Dwight
the Santa Fe discussed the possibiStephens of Luna which will take place later this York while the drive was in progress crease
in export is largely due to health hints and proper care of the
morn- to build New Mexico, should lead
and openly denounced the methods
month.
lity of discontinuing the
.county.
, ...I.,
nffi'riaU
h
a place on the
that were pursued. There are many the shortage in shipping while the body should have
ing train to Lamy and substituting
a train that would leave Lamy at commercial organizations, and busi- SERVICE BARS ISSUED TO
who take the same view that American forces were going over- daily program. "Be careful of your
STATE COUNCIL WILL AID
people
bodies."
in
ness
industrial
and
health".
12:35 arriving here at 1:20 in the
large numbers.
SOLDIERS TO GET WORK Mr. Ford takes concerning such me- seas
U. S. BOYS WORKING RESERVE
thods. Calling on a man personalmorning. The action was spurred on
THE
INVOLVING
FILED
CAREFUL CONSIDERATION
Greatest Hog Production
by Judge C A. Prouty director of the SUIT
Following a conference in Albu- ly in public to make a specified conBoys who have put in their entire
TITLE TO GALLEGOS GRANT vacations working, were this week querque this week the state council tribution is gallingi to Americans. To The way hogs are coming to markpublic service and accounting divito other employments payOwing
sion of the railway administration.
awarded service bars by state school of defense through Charles Spring- some extent, however, the purpose et is a revelation of what the farm- ing better wages, and special and
n
abi- - ers have done to increase
The proposed arrangement would The Mutual Investment & Agency superintendent John H. Wagner, the er, chairman, announces that it w 11 of the drive and the
producmost alluring inducements now beenable passengers from trains No. 8 company successors to James W. federal state director.
assist soldiers in finding employment. lity of the man to contribute, may tion. The hog receipts reached such ing held
out by the Federal Governen
not
and No. 9 to come direct to Santa Norment of this city in the purchase
it
A campaign will be started in Ten thousand men have been muster-'b- e
in
Food
size
that the
Administration ment to qualified teachers, we have
extenuation,
alleged
Fe without laying over at Lamy, of the Eleanor Gallegos grant has January to enroll boys for next sum- ed out at Camp Cody and another tire excuse, of the measures pur requested the Railroad Administra- barely enough competent persons to
which necessity since the discontinu- filed suit against 350 claimants in mer. Certificates wilt be issued to 10,000 will leave there soon. County sued.
Then
tion to apply an embargo.
of the present year.
11 tj,e schools
ance of the night train has given rise the Bernalillo district court to set- the boys who enroll, and they will councils and the personnel of draft
But it we assume that rord was thinus eased un and the embareo xi..
k
,nH it
which
was
land
tle title to the
bought be entitled to wear the uniform of boards will assist soldiers who are
to complaint.
tunu col- was lifted. Immediately mere was pected that when normal condition
irireiy rignt ana tne war
in by Mr. Norment at a tax sale.
Mr.
is
not
lectors
do.
the organization.
a deluge of hogs and the embargo have been
entirely wrong,
looking for something to
the tension will
Over 25.000 acres including some
Ford largely to blame for the de- is on again temporarily to allow the be somewhatrestored,
FUND IS SOLICITED FOR
relieved. The present
involved.
land
is
which
actuatDEFENSE
the
WILL
of
COUNCIL
COLUMBUS
OF
KNIGHTS
OF
good
grazing
velopment
killers to catch up.
A MUNICIPAL CHRISTMAS
spirit
condition is most serious and must
STILL REMAIN IN OFFICE ed the leaders of the war fund drive?
WILL CONFER DEGREES
releive the careful consideration of
less
no
more
nor
was
than
the
It
TO
ASKED
BE
FE
Colonel
SANTA
TO
of
initiative
the
the coming Legislative Assembly.
Through
Immiiut Wheat Acreage
The Knights of Columbus of Santa To assist in problems arising from exercise of the assumed right of one
CONTRIBUTE TO RED CROSS
and ReJose D. Sena and other public
The acreage of winter wheat may Write your State Senator,
1707 are arranging to the demobilization
men
of
man
to
other
what
national
the
to
dictate
subCouncil
Fe
is
a
fund
citizens
being
spirited
presentative.
to
acres
exceed
45,000,000
according
The executive board of the Santa confer three degrees of that order army the council of national defense they shall do and how. It ts notscribed for the purchase of gifts for
nanv months since President Wil- preliminary estimates made by the As we must render an account of
the boys and girls of Santa Fe who Fe chapter, of the Red Cross will on a class of applicants Sunday, De- will retain its organization accordThe
actcandiof
B.
Mr.
his
as
15.
selected
son
Ford
Clarkson
ChristAgriculture.
to
Grosvenor
cember
x
Department
ing
are not cared for by existing insti- ask for contributions to the
so must we likewise
for, the senatorship from partment urged that 45,000,000 acres every idle word,
tutions and who otherwise might not mas fund of the organization at Arrangements are being made to ing director who has written to
of our idle silence.
it
and
winter
wheat
sown
to
asked
be
durCharles
of
the
Chairman
the
the
visitors
entertain
for
three
Republicans
Michigan,
in
the
or
a
Springer
booths
days
to,
hare
Christmas tree
properly
plaza
presents.
him as their candidate, and pears that the advice was taken by
The plan is to erect a large Christ- and then will begin a house to house ing the day, the culminating event New Mexico Cquncil of Defense,
Men often judge the person, hut
mas tree at some central place and canvass. Every one with "a heart and being a banquet in the evening.
stating that legislatures throughout asked the people of Michigan to ac- -, the farmers. The guaranteed price
Grand officers from other towns in the nation will be urged to extend cept him as their senator. Mr. Ford! of wheat naturally influenced the not the cause, which is not justice,
snake the children happy. The fund a dollar" is asked to give, between
but malice.
the life of atate defense councils. acquiesced fully in that proceeding, wheat growers also.
the state will be present
December 16th and 23rd.
will close tomorrow -i-sjhL
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HENRY WHITE

JOIN AMERICAN

MRS. W00DR0W WILSON

GUNSROARSHOUTS

BABY TAKES JOY

BRITAIN TO ASK

RIDE ON TRAIN

RED CROSS IN

'19

AS WILSON SAILS

WORK OF THIS ORGANIZATION
NEEDED MORE THAN EVER,
SAYS PRESIDENT.

ROLL GALL DEC.

THRONGS BID GODSPEED

EVERY AMERICAN SHOULD JOIN
AND SEND GREETINGS TO
WHOLE HUMAN FAMILY.

DEATH BLOW TO MILITARISM
CHIEF AIM AT
PRESIDENT'S
WORLD'S PEACE CONGRESS.

Western Newpa,,?r I'nloii Ni'wi NurWc.

Prosidunt Wilson, in
calls on every American to join the American Hod Cross
during Christmas rollcull week, Dec.
16 to 23, "and thus
forth to the
whole human family the Christmas
greeting for which it waits and for
which it stands In greatest need.''
The proclamation, prepared hefore the
President doparted for Kurope, follows:
"To the American people: One yeili
ago 22,000,000 Americans, by enrolling
as members of the Ked Cross at
Christmas time, sent to the men who
were fighting our battles overseas a
message of cheer and
stimulating
good will.
They made it clear that
our people were of heir own free
choice milted wllh their government
In the determination not only to wage
war with the Instruments of destruction, but also by every means In their
power to rcpiiy the lavages of the Invader and sustain and renew the
spirit of the army and of the homes
which they represented.
"The friends of the American Ited
Cross in Italy, llelglum and France
have told and will tell again the story
of how the lied Cross workers restored morale in the hospitals, in the
camps and at the cantonments, and
we ought to be very proud that we
have been permitted to be of service
to those whose sufferings and whose
glory are the heritage of humanity.
"Now, by tiod's grace, the led Cross
Christmas message of HUS is to lie u
message of peace as well as a message of good will, ltut peace does not
mean that we can fold our hands. It
means further sacrifice.
We must
prove conclusively to an atterilive
world that America Is permanently
aroused to the needs of the new era.
our old indifference gone forever.
"The exact nature of the future
service of the Ked Cross will depend
upon the program of the associated
governments, hut there is immediate
need today for every heartening word
and every helpful service. We must,
not forget that, our soldiers and our
sailors are still under orders anil still
have duties to perform of the highest
consequence and that the lied Cross
Christmas membership means a great
deal to them.
"The people of the saddened lauds,
moreover, returning home today whore
.there are no holm s, must have the assistance that the hearts or our peoplo
are with them in the dark and doubtful days ahead. Let us, so far as we
can, help them back to faith in mercy
and in future happiness.
"As president of the Ked Cross, conscious in this great hour of the value
of such a message from the American
people, I should he glad if every
American would join the Red Cross
for 1919, and thus semi forth to the
whole human family the Christmas
greeting for which it waits and for
which It stands In greatest need.
"WOODIIOW WILSON."
Washington.

TO

EXTENMRMISTICE

Cologne Fears Riots
to Occupy Posen and Silesia
British and Belgians Reach Rhine.
s

!cr. 10. British
troops have been hurried to Cologne
to maintain order.
Herlin, Dec. 10. Mathias Krzherger,
head of the German armistice delegation, announced that the French government has requested the Herman
army command to designate plenipotentiaries to confer regarding the pro.
longation of the armistice. The delegates will meet at Treves, in Ilheulsh
Prussia, Dec. 12 ami
Amsterdam. Dec. 1- 0divisions have embarked at Havre
for Dantzig, in West Prussia, with the
Intention of occupying the provinces
of Posen and Silesia. The headquarters of the
troops
will be at the town of Posen.
Polish-America-

Polish-America- n

Henry White, former American am.
baasdor to France, is the Republican
member of the American delegation at
the peace conference.

GUILTY CANNOT ESCAPE
DEOF
LIVES
FOR CAUSING WAR.

FORFEITURE
MANDED

Premier Lloyd George Favors Expulsion and Exclusion of
Enemy Aliens.
Wwlrrll NcwipiiiHr l.'nlon Nkwi Nervli;.
London, Dec. U. David Lloyd Georgo,

the prime minister, in the election
campaign, gave a restatement of bis
policy. In It he declares that the men
responsible for the war cannot escape
because their heads were crowned,
but that they must be tried by an in
ternational court. Mr. Lloyd George
ilso declared himself in favor of the
xptilsion and exclusion of all enemy
aliens.
Dundee. The British representa.
tives a the peace conference will
and general and absolute ubolition
(if conscription
throughout bumps,
Winston Spencer Churchill made this
in
a speech here.
announcement
de-n-

I

London.
Sir Auckland Ueddes, pres
ident of the local government board
and minister of national service, In a
public address said that the line of
policy advocated hy the coalition government was a peace which, so far as
the enemy powers were concerned,
.diould he based on stern justice, and
so far as those men who planned and
started the war were concerned should
he founded on justice of the nature
meted out In the highest courts of the
land. Such men as the former German emperor, Knver Pasha and the
former rulers of Bulgaria and Austria
would be placed on trial, and if found
guilty their lives would be forfeited.
"Men guilty of unspeakable atrocities upun our prisoners and upon the
civilian inhabitants of the Invaded
lands," he continued, must stand trial
and if they arev condemned must suffer
death."
A Copenhagen dinpaich says the Berlin government has ordered a search
among the private documents of the
former emperor for mailer relating to
the outbreak of the war.

"Letters-From-Home-

"

I

London. The Belgian forces aiding
the occupation of German territory
have reached the Rhine. Cavalry units
of the Belgian army, It was announced Monday, have progressed to
Yanks on Rhine Home In Summer.
Urdingen, on the Rhine, twelve miles
Eight of the thirteen
Washington
northwest of Dusseldorf. British advanced troops reached the River divisions comprising the American
Rhine Sunday between Godesberg and Third army now on the Rhine either
are national guard oi national army
Cologne.
troops, and there is every reason to
Several Hurt in Arizona Train Wreck. believe that they will be on American
soli again by midsummer.
Tucson, Ariz. Several passengers
received minor injuries when train No,
Duke of Grafton Dies.
t of the Southern Pacific was derailed Ixindon. The Duke of Grafton, head
ne mile east of Piedra, which is west
Fiti-Rofamily and a retired
of Gila Bend. The cause of the derail- of the
general in the British army, is dead.
ing was the breaking of a rail.
He was 97 years old.
!n

y

"Kill Off Bolshevlkl," Taft Policy.
Atlantic City, N. J. Men should be
est to Russia in sufficient force to
et up a constituent assembly and
assure representative government,
William Howard Taft said in an address before the Investment Bankers'
.Association In convention here.

Jurors Called to Try Berger.
Victor
U Berger and four other leaders of
tko Sodaliat party went to trial bora
foaday oa war obstruction charge.
Chicago.

Congressman-elec- t

United Stales to visit Kurope while in
office, is speeding across the Atlantic
toward Franco to ailcnd the greatest
international conference In history.
On tho transport George Washington,
one time tinman passenger liner,
manned by u navy crew and with
deck guns 'ready lor action, and accompanied by a naval convoy, the
President left New York harbor Wednesday amid a demonstration without
parallel in the history of the port.
The President took his place on the
flying bridge as the great ship moved
down the bay. Hiver craft and ships
of many nations dipped flags and
tooted whistles, and thousands of persons bade him godspeed In cheers and
flag waving
Off quarantine, where Staten Island
throngs waved and shouted a second
farewell, and monitors, gunboats and
artillerymen at Fort Hamilton joined
In saluting gunfire, the George Washington met Its ocean convoy, the
Pennsylvania and a
quintet of destroyers.
In emphasis, it seemed, of America's part in bringing about Germany's
downfall, the presidential party, outbound, met some of the American soldiers returning from overseas.
Two thousand homecoming aviation
troops on the Lapland cheered the
George Washington as she left her
pier, and outside quarantine the
was sighted, steaming up
the harbor with more than 3,000 sol
diers as passengers.
In command of Admiral Mayo, the
peace squadron is heading, it is un
derstood, for Brest, an American debarkation port in France. Its date of

Former Greeley Boy Wilson Organist.
Greeley, Colo. John Doane, Jr., for
merly of Greeley, is organist of the
orchestra of five pieces that is playing for President Wilson and the other
members of the peace party on the
liner George Washington. Doane'
father for years was pastor of the
Congregational church at Greeley.
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On Board the U. S. S. George Washington, Dec. 7. President Wilson Friday read from the wireless dispatches
Spencer Churchill's renewed
WAR HEROES PRAISED Winston
declaration for British naval suprem
acy. The President evinced great Interest in the bulletin but did not comAT BRITAIN DAY CELEBRATIONS ment on it.
It Is apparent that this subject is upTHROUGHOUT NATION.
permost in Mr. Wilson's mind and he
is expected to express himself on it
Gen. Pershing Declares That English soon after reaching France, in a public
Steadfastness Against Hun Onaddress or in conferences with the entente statesmen preceding the sessions
slaught Won War.
of the peace congress.
Western Newnptiper Union News Service.

Washington Sunday
Washington.
continued to pay tribute to the British
empire for its part in the world war.
Exercises held under arrangements ot
the Washlngton-Britain'day committee were attended by senators and
representatives and government officials as well as by allied and neutral
diplomats. The achievements of the
British army and navy were sot forth
in speeches and tableaux.
Senator McCuniber of North Dakota, the principal speaker,, declared
that after England's great service to
mankind in the war "Americans may
well be proud that Britain was not
only the birthplace of their fathers
but also the source of their ideals."
government emFifty thousand
ployes were given a partial holiday
Saturday to take part in a "victory
sing" as a celebration of the signing
of the armistice and in observance of
"Britain Day."
New York. A message from King
George, expressing the hope that Britons and Americans may be as uuited
in peace as they were In war, was
read Sunday at a meeting in the Hip
podrome arranged as the climax of
New York's celebration of Britain's
Day.

London.

arisen

Serious

disorders

in Berlin and considerable

fir-

Dutch-Germa-

Making

Friends With the Passengers.

passengers, and yelling with Joy as
the strange vista of flying scenery
passed before her delighted eyes.
Baby May left home early In the
afternoon Intending to buy candy.
Five minutes Inter her parents were
searching the house for her. Believing
she had wandered uptown, several
men went up and down the streets
looking for her. The police were notified, but not until after Itock Island
train No. 41 had gone west.
Anyway, the station .was the last
place the parents and police thought
to look for the child. Hut late in the
afternoon a telegram from Boonevllle,
addressed to the chief of police, was
received. It read: "Have on train
No. 41, out of Little Rock, u
girl. Think she was deserted.
Can't tell where she lives. Am sending her back to Little Rock on No. 44."
When No. 44 arrived nt the station
Mr. and Mrs. Arnett stood close to the
Iron gate and watched the detraining
passengers. After watching some time
their hopes almost faded nwny, and
then they spied their buby ill the arms
of the conductor.
three-yenr-ol- d

WOMAN ROUTS THIEF
WITH A RRnnuiQTirv

J

HUNS SHOOT FRENCH PRISONERS

St. Louis. Mrs. William Bauer, armed with a broomstick,
and Eighty Wounded a
drove a burglar out of the
Boche Reds Start Revolt.
home of her neighbor, Mrs. An9.
Dec.
Nine
French
prisParis,
nie Miller, while the latter wns
oners were shot and killed by the
away. Mrs. Bauer, hearing a
Germans and fifteen other prisoners
noise In the Miller home, Invesseriously wounded at the prison camp
When she made an at
tigated.
in Langensalza, Prussian Saxony, the
tack with the broomstick the
Spanish ambassador at Berlin report.
burglar beat a hasty retreat and jf
The behavior of the prisoners did not
escaped.
in the least justify the severity of this
act of repression, It was declared. The
French government, it is Indicated, Is
resolved to demand reparation for this BABY RESCUED FROM WELL
act of the Germans, which will be
added to the already long list of oc Infant Is Taken Out Uninjured After
currences of this and similar nature.
Being Imprisoned Twelve
Hours.
9.
Dec.
The
casualties
in
Zuurich,
the fighting at Berlin Friday amount
Btirkhennett, Tex. After remaining
ed to 180, according to latest Berlin nt the bottom of a
well, n foot
advices received here Saturday. The In diameter, the
Spartacus or Radical Socialist group son of George Kays of this place was
are reported to be defending with ma rescued uninjured.
chine guns three sections ot the suThe rhlld was playing and accidentburbs of Berlin.
t
info the well. The
ally fell
The workers and soldiers' commit mother henrd the cries from the well.
tee has become demoralized and re She obtained a garden hose and an old
fuses to use arms.
pair of bellows and pumped air into
the well until the neighbors could arStreet fighting Is reported by the rive.
A large crowd soon gathered and the
Cologne Cazette to be going on in
Mayence, capital of the province of work of digging the child out was
Rhenish Hesse and one of the prinA large hole was dug along the
cipal fortresses of Germany. Many side of the well, and at ten o'clock
that night It reached the baby. The
persons have been killed.
The "German republic and her first child wns brought to the surface and
Comrade
President,
Ebert," have been an examination showed that It had
hailed by an organized demonstration
escaped Injury.
of soldiers and sailors at Berlin.
The Berlin government has revoked
BUY DOGS
its decision to disarm tbe troops re- STOLE MONEY TO
turning to Berlin.
Odd Plea Is Made by Teller for Em148 III Soldiers Arrive.
bezzling Forty Thousand Dollars
GERMANY TURNS OVER 160,000,000
Fee Surrenders 2,000 Airplanes.
Bank Funds.
New York. The United States
Dec. 8. The surrender of
London,
transport Nansctnond with 148 ill sol- the 2,000 German airplanes required Gold From Slav Indemnities and
Dallas, Tex. When E. E. Pollard,
diers abroad, arrived here from Eng- nnder the terms of the armistice con
French Art Collections Surrendered.
teller in one of the strongest banks
land.
6.
Dec.
The
vention has been proceeding during
Germans
have
Paris.
was arrested, charged with emthe past week, and it is understood begun restitutions. They have deliv- here,
British Enter Cologne.
bezzlement of $40,000, he Is said to
ma
of
enemy
ered to the allies 300,000,000 ($CO,000-00Basle. The British forces which the full complement
have confessed he stole the money and
francs gold, which came from tho bought blooded dogs for his famous
entered Cologne Friday were English chines will shortly be In the allies'
hands. The taking over, examining Russian treasury. Tbe French have kennels, the finest In the state.
lancers and armored motor cars.
and parking of so vast a fleet of ma recovered a rich collecti6n ot art
He entered a plea of guilty to
chines has necessarily taken time, as works by Quentin Delatour, stolen charges of embezzlement and was givFrancis Reaches London.
London. David R. Francis, Amer the German armies in their retire from St. Quentin, and painting taken en ten years In prison. His salary as
ican ambassador to Russia, arrived ment are leaving the planes behind In from the museum at Valenciennes, bank teller is said to have been
their evacuated airdromes.
valued at 2.000,090,000 francs an told.
here from Scotland.
a year.
Hundred

I

I

clghteen-mnnths-ol-

d

feet-firs-

$4,-00- 0

Former Legislator Dead at Walden.
Walden, Colo. Frank Murphy, for'
mer member of the Colorado legislature and well known tockgrower of
Jackson county, died at Walden from
Influenza. He was to year old and
unmarried. He was a graduate of Uta
University of Wyoming.

Crown Prince Renounce Throne.
Parla. Crown Prince Frederick WU-elha renounced hi right to Mao tor
Barman throne.

Argentina Minister Named.
Aire. Dr. Antoaio
appointed Argontaaa

Pan, a post

Wyoming Voted Dry by S to 1.
Cheyenne. Tho official canvass of
tho vote cast in the Wyoming election
of Mot. 6, 1918, shows that the state
amendment providing
constitutional
for prohibition effective Jan. 1. 120,
carried by a vote of mora than three
to one, SL40T vote being cast for the
Mat and 10.204 against it. The
nambar of vote cast for the am end-it exceeded
the number cast
IttLML The amendmeat ro- more vote than
for Its adoption.

1,M

Mackeneen's Troop Disarmed.
Amsterdam.
The disarming ot
Field Marshal Von Mackensen's army
ha begun In Hungary, according to a
Berlin dispatch received here. Tho
soldier will not be Interned but will
be permitted to cross the frontier.
Bisbee Quarantine Raised.
Bis bee. Ariz. Announcement was
made by Dr. C H. Hunt, county health
officer, that the narantin for tafra- za in force hero etae Oct.
kaa
been raised.

QUOTATIONS
Cattle.

.
Fat steers, grassers, choice
to prime .
113.0tl.
Fat steers,
good
greasers,
to choice
11.6M.60
Fat steers, greasers, fair

Woman Living a Wife Get $100,000
New Haven, Conn. Vlrglnus St Julian Mayo, wealthy manufacturer, will
have to pay Wllhelmlna Meyer, the
woman who lived with Mayo as his
wife for more than ten years, the sum
of $100,000 for breach of promise to
merry.
Got Drunk en Toilet Water."
Slonz Falls, S. D. Two men arrested for drunkenness admitted they became Intoxicated drinking rose leaf
toilet water, which contained 60 per
cent alcohol.

!!!

to good
Heifers, prime
Cowa, fat, good to choice..
Cows, fair to good
Cowa, medium to fair.
V.UWH, canner
Buiia
Veal calves
Feeders, good to choice....
Feedera, fair to good
Stockers, good to choice...
Htockera, fair to good
Stockera, medium to fair..

2.50
7.26W

?

.
i.t0
1AM 7. OS
tige12.0t
6

JJ-- J

"SlX Ji

t.02o'
.

"."!'.....J1."--

Good hogs

.I"?'....

Lambs, fat
Lambs, feeilnrs, good
Lamba, feeders, fair

Ewes
Ewes, feeders
Yearllnga
Wethers

1

.I14.7515.JJ
14.5S' 15.00
l3.6eM.J
b.WW

'

.

l.00tl.00
t.w-
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Bar and Uraln Market.

F. O. a. Denver, oirloud Price.)
,
Hay.
Buying Prices.
Colorado, upland, per ton. .22.H-S- J
Nebraska uphwi.i, per ton.
Prairie hay, Colorado and
Nebraska, per ton
? !H!

20.1.0

23.0SW24.00
Timothy, per ton
1S.SOW20.00
Alfalfa, per ton
South Park, per ton
22.004I23.0(;
Gunnison Valley, per ton.. ilt.OOwM.OJ
.
S.0
Straw, per ton....
flirnln.
Oats, Nebraska, 100 IIjb., buying. S2.46
2.21
Corn chop, sack, Bi llinii
a.2
Corn in sack, selling
While porn iiinf.l nr inn IliK ... 4.1
Yellow torn meal, per 100 lbs
!'
Corn fli.ur (white), pur 100 lbs....
S J
Olulen feed, Hacked, Helling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling. .. 1 "
Floor.
Hungarian Patent, 98 lbs., Backed, 5.14
subject to discount
48 lbs., sacked, subieot
Hungarian,
to discount
Hungarian, 24 lbs., sacked, subject
to discount , .

Dreaseil

have

ing has occurred in the principal
streets, according to reports reaching
the
frontier, says an
Exchange Telegraph dispatch from
Amsterdam. The trouble is said to
have been caused by the German Bolshevlkl.
Copenhagen. Allied and American
forces will temporarily occupy Berlin,
as exercising police Supervision, according to the Deutsche Allgemelne
Zeltung of Berlin, which says that an
American wireless dispatch to this effect has been intercepted by the Germans.
The newspaper says that
Mannheim will be similarly occupied.
The reason for this action on the part
of the allies is said to be a "regrettable incident during which a supervisor of a prisoners' camp shot three
Frenchmen."
Amsterdam. Violent fighting occurred In Essen when returning soldiers attempted to lower the red flag,
according to reports received here.
Several persons are reported to have
been killed during the riots and shooting.
With tho Americans in Prussia.
The left wing of the Second division
was within three days' march of the
Rhine on Friday. The whole front to
be occupied by the Americans along
the historic river is expected to bo
reached by Dec. 13.

MARKET
Weetsra Newspaper Union tinmm aervlee.
DENVER MARKET.

for Her.

0

Gen. Pershing, in a cablegram re
ceived by Judge Parker, said:
Steadfast In adversity wounded
with a thousand wounds, Great Brit
ain's hammer blows have never weak
ened nor faltered. But for the tenac
ity of her people, the war would have
been lost. To those of us who have
been associated with them and fought
with their gallant troops, words of
WEEK.
"LETTERS-praise seem inadequate to express our
admiration.
These things our kins
War Department Commission Wants
men have done have brought Insepara
Soldiers' Kin to Help Maintain
ble union between them and ourselves.
Morale of Army.
WOODROW WILSON.
We offer our right hand of friendship
New York. The week of Dec. 15
a
is
but
arrival
uncertain,
quick pas that our two nations may be more
has been designated by the War Denot
time
as
required,
ample
commission on training sage is
firmly linked together to insure the
partment
remains for conferences preliminary future of the world."
camp activitlos as a time for special to the main
peace assemblage.
letters to bo written by mothers,
Off the French coast the President
Kings to Visit Wilson on Return.
fathers, sisters, wives and sweethearts of the men now overseas. The will be welcomed by a squadron of
New York. The United States gov
American warships. French, British ernment will have as
week has been called
its guests in
week, and the purpose is to and Italian vessels also, it is expected the near future President Polncare of
' to a broad
will join In the greeting at sea, which
touch
"home
the
apply
King George of England,
he followed by a succession of of- - France,Albert
gauged military program for maintain- of Belgium, King Vic
King
Ine the morale of lie men who find ,,t,M
tor Emmanuel of Italy and the
Willi tne president are two ot nis heads of
themselves Idle after weeks of stren
any other nations President
uous fighting. The war department fellow delegates to the peace confer Wilson may visit during his visit to
Lanence
of
Robert
State
to
Secretary
these
letters,
keep
hopes, through
Europe, Stephane Lauzanne, editor of
the men contented, "straight" and sing and Henry White, former ambas the Paris Matin, declared Just before
will
and
who
to
sador
France
Italy,
ideals
to
the
to
live
ambitious
up
high
he sailed for France.
M. Lauzanne
join Col. E. M. House and Gen. Tasker has been in
of American manhood.
United States several
the
H.
In
Bliss,
Europe.
already
as
the governA model letter such
months on an official mission.
Guests of the chief executive In
ment wants the mothers and fathers
ambasFrench
Italian
and
especially to write has been prepared cluded the
Seven Lose Lives en U. S. Warship.
This, with sadors, John W. Davis, newly appoint- by the War Department.
Paris. One officer and six men of
of
War Baker led ambassador to Great Britain; high
letters from Secretary
American
Lansdale were
the
and Raymond B. Fosdick, chairman naval and military authorities, repre drowned whendestroyer
attempting to rejoin
of the commission, indorsing the sentatives of various government detheir ship, which capsized in a heavy
plan, has been mailed to newspapers partments and a staff of specialists to sea.
throughout the country. The letter advise the American peace commisparticularly asks that the men over sion on problems of political, econom
Carter Glass Succeeds McAdoo.
seas direct their attention to whole- ical, trade and racial characteristics
Washington. Representative Carter
some recreation and activities. In- of nations affected by the war.
Mrs. Wilson, together with the Glass of Virginia was nominated by
stead of to the unwholesome influences that might result from the en- wives of Secretary Lansing, Ambassa President Wilson to be secretary of
forced period of idleness wherever dor Davis and the French and Italian the treasury. Mr. Glass will go into
large bodies of troops are awaitlug envoys, are members qf the George office Dec. 16 under an agreement
with Secretary McAdoo.
orders to return home.
Washington's company.
"

While

Little Rock, Ark. With a few pennies clutched In her baby hand, little
Muy Arnelt, three years old, enjoyed
ruilroad Journey from her
LABOR R OTS IN BERLIN u
home here to Booueville, Ark., while
her frantic parents, aided by policemen find detectives, searched Little
GEN. FOCH TO ENTER GERMAN
Itock to find a truce of the missing
child.
CAPITAL AS REPRISAL FOR MURKidnaping, death under the wheels
DER OF THREE FRENCHMEN.
of n speeding motorcar, or drowning
In the creek near the family home,
were only a few of the calamities ImWestern NVwfiJuiiei- tlnlun News ServU-eby the little girl's parents.
London, Dec. 7. Great. Britain will agined
And nil this time she was sitting in
8,000,000,-00demand of Germany
on a Itock Island
for a speeding day coach
sterling
($tn,000,ooo,iioo)
railroad train, making friends with
Great Britain and her dominions
the
war,
as
for
reparation
according to the Dally Mail. The
newspaper says it understands that
David Lloyd George, the premier, will
make this announcement In a speech
at Leeds.
This, the Dally Mall adds, is what
If
the war cost Great Britain and her dominions and British taxpayers will be
relieved of 400,000,000 per annum by
the German payment.
-

WMterli Nt!WnjmM t'nliui News
New York, Deo. 5. Hound on a mission the principal objects of which are
the abolition of militarism and the attainment of a Just world peace, Wood-roof the
Wilson, first President

h proclamation

May Arnett Travels 280 Miles

WAR'S BURDEN TO REST ON FOE,
AND REPARATION TO BE ASKED
AT PEACE TABLE.

SIRENS, WHISTLES AND CHEERS
IN MIGHTY CHORUS AS SHIP
HEADS FOR OPEN 8EA.

16-2- 3

Canadians Return Home.
The steamer Olympic
London.
sailed from Southampton for Halifax,
carrying more than 5,00f Canadian
war veterans.

$40,000,000,000

LATE

I'oultrr.

The
prices on live poultry
are netfollowing
F. O. B. Denver:
28
M
Turkeya, fancy d. p
24
Turkeys, old toms
1
20
Turkeys, choice
U O20
Hens, lb
22
2
Ducka, young
21
2
Geeae
14
12
Roosters
Live roultrr.
Roosters, lb
20
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
15 018
Hena ...
20
18
Ducks, young
2
Geese
22
17
Springs
Ii8
Broilers, ll to 2 lbs
KKSTS.

Eggs, strictly
count

fresh, case

tl.g20.00

Ilutter.
(4
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.
Creameries, 2d grade (cold 49
tft,n
storage), lb
to
Process
41
41
Paoklng stock
Kruit.
.11.603.50
Apples, Colorado, box
. 2.2S2.7S
Pears, cooltlng
Vegetables.
!!.
Beans, navy, cwt
7. as
7.50
Beans, Pintn, cwt
.inlb
Beans, Lima,
.10
Beans, green, lb
.010 .10
Beans, wax, lb
.40
Beets, Colo., doz. bunches 2..
2.60
Beets, new, cwt
1.500 2.00
new, Colo
Cabbage, cwt
1.76W 2.00
Carrots,
.40
Carrots, Cot., dz. bunches .36
.If,
Cauliflower, lb
Celery, homegrown, doz..
.bit .60
Cucumbers, hothouse, dz. 1.6UW 2.60
.400 .0
Lettuce, head, Colo., dos.
.26
.25
Lettuce, curly, dos
.5
.75
Onions, table, dos..,.1...
2.0(1
1.7S
Onions, cwt
1.76
2.25
Potatoes, new, cwt
it .35
Radishes, long, hothouse .30
.15
.25
Radishes, round
.08
.7
Spinach, lb
.OK
.0li
lb.
Tomatoes, homegrown,
1.600 1.75
Turnip, cwt
Turnips, Col.i ds. bunches .39 .35.
MISCELLANEOUS HARKKft.
Denver Metal Prices.
2 1.01 W
Bar silver
25
Coppvr, per lb
7.06
Lead
8.02
Spelter
18.00
Tungsten concentrates, unit
ProdBce Prices.
rhlrago
Chicago. Butter Creamery, 6467c.
64tt'i68c: ordinary
Egga Firsts,
firsts, 64!58c; at mark, cases included,
58& 65c.
Potatoes Minnesota and Dakota,
bulk, $1.501.60; do, sacks, 21.01.70;
Wisconsin and Michigan, bulk, 11.609
1.65; do, sacks, $l.5v1.7.
New York Cottea Prim.
New York.
Cotton
December,
27.80; January, 26.76; March, 26.63; Mav,
24.79; July, 24.31; Middling, 29.25.
Chicago Live (itock Ctactattoas.
Chicago.
Hogs Butchers. 117.60 0
17.75; light, fl7.00Q17.46;
packing.
16.6017. 46; throwouts, 21t.2616.7s;
to choice, 214.26016.60.
pigs, good Beef
Cattle
choice
and
cattle, good,
prime, S15.752fl.26: common and medium, $9.75 ft 15.76; butcher stock, cows
and heifers, (6.86(914.26; oanners and
Blocker and feedcutters, I6.10rqi6.85.
ers: Good, choice and fancy, flt.lS
13.25; inferior, common and medium.
Veal calves, arOod and
I7.0010.25.
choice, S17.60 18.00; Western range
beef steers, I14.60l.26; cows and
heifers, JS.606 1J.2S.
choice
and prime.
Hheep Ijambs,
616.16(15.36; medium and good, 214.00
015.16; culls, 29.50012.50; ewes, choice
and prime,
9.25(ti9.50; medium and
good, S8.009.26; culls, 23.766.75.

.!

C'klcaao (irala and ProvUdca Prices.
Corn No. 4 yellow, 21.49
Chicago.
Oats No. 3 white, 72744e; stand-

$1.60.

76c.
ard, 7 4
1.63.
Rye No. 2. 61.62
08.
Barley 90c W 61.(THO.00.
Timothy $8.00
Lard $26.40.

Kuaaa City Pw aaws).

Kansas City, Mo. Butter Creamery.
S9c: firsts, 67c; seconds, tSc; Backing.
Egga Flrats. 66c; seconds, tie.
Poultry Bens, 21fec; roosters, 17 He;
broilers, 29c.
HIDES AND PELTSV
Dry rilat BMea.
29c
Butcher, It lbs. and up
.29c
Butcher, under It Iba.
.27c
Fallen, all weight
Bulla and stags
.17c
Culla
.15c
Dry aalted hides, to per lb.
Dry mart Pelts.
Wool pelts
..tec
Rhort wool pelts
..35c
Butcher
shearings
..Itc
.
s mnA murrain shearlns-s..10e
Bucks, saddles and piece of pelts.! 15c
Greca Salted Hides, Etc.
Cured bides, zs ids. ana up. No. I...ic
Cured bides, 26 lbs. and up. No. t...i6e
Bulla, No. 1
Bulla, No. I
Glues, hides and aklna.
1.
Kip, Ne.
2.
Kip, No.
Caff.
No. 1
Calf, No. t

ue

ioc
e

.llltu
.Hen 4c

.26 026a

Branded kip and calf. No. .
Branded kip and calf. No. 2.
Part cured hides, le per la.
CUQreen hides. So per lb,
cured.
tlteea Salted

No. 1
He. B

..

lea.
Headless,
Ponies an glue ....

(e

.24Itc
Itc
lie

than
e than
S

.!.ii.t.

--

St

n.M.ss

New fork.
ogar Raw, steady,
scntrlfugal, T.21; rise graaalatod. a.

'

RURAL MOTORTRUCK

PROPER CARE OF
PASSENGER GARS
Motorists Acquiesce to Suggestions of Defense Council to
Learn Their Autos.
i

fill

KEEP THEM EFFICIENT

Owoere Realize Help They Can Render Government by Lightening
Lead on Oarage and Repair
8hopa Work Net Difficult

Tnt

passenger car owners have
adopted the suggestions recently made
by the war economy board of the national council of defense to familiarize
themselves with the proper care of
their ears, so that they can not only
render "first aid" to their cars without
depending oo mechanics or service
men, bat keep them 100 per cent
efficient. Is the opinion of
H. P. Branstetter of a large automobile concern, who adds: "No doubt
the Increased use to which owners are
putting their cars, coupled with a
realisation of the help they can render
the governssent by lightening the load
oai garage and repair shops, and desire te economize as much as possible,
are the reasons.
"Once owners know the first princiautomobile construction and
plea
the prepar care of the Important me
chanical amta and parts, they will find
that it Is not bard nor difficult, and,
what la mere, they usually develop a
pride In being able to keep their cars
s
m
condition.
Learn Lubrication.
"One at the first things the owner
should learn la how to keep his car
properly lubricated.
Through the
adoption of oU lubrication In place of
the grease-cu- p
system, keeping the car
properly oiled is no longer the
bugaboo it used to be.
"Hew to apply the brakes without
skidding or burning the tires or brake
bands la another very important point
to learn. Proper inflation of tires and
quick attention to breaks In the tire
tread shea Id be watched for and remedied Immediately.
"The adjustment of tbe carburetor
is another item. If the owner will
take a
lesson at any carbureter service station be will find
that It not only makes it easier to do
this work himself Instead of stopping
at a garage, but It will keep his motor
running smoother and more silently,
and at ike same time reduce carbon
deposits and Increase gasoline mileage.
Save 8traln en Mechanism.
should make a point of
leaning bow to drive and handle their
can on all kinds of roads without excessive wear on the transmission and
springs and unnecessary strain on the
frame and axles. These first princi
ples may sound a little difficult, but
they really are simple and practical
and become second nature In a very
short time.
The average overhauling or the repair Job which consumes the repair
man's tune and the driver's money. Is
directly traceable to an owner's neglect to take the proper care of bis car
frost the first day he owns It. Squeaks
shoaM be stopped in the beginning
before they have developed, necessiand
tating constant watchfulness
tightening up, which was formerly
done once a month, but Is now recognised by the alert owner of today as
part of his dally duties while driving
his ear."

ROUTES

Bureau of Markets of Department
Agriculture Offers
to Operators.
Tbe bureau of markets of the United States department of agriculture
has announced Its readiness to enter
into
agreement with operators of rural motortruck routes
who desire to work more closely with
tbe government In developing, stabilis
ing and standardizing this business.
Operators who agree to work accord'
Ing to most approved practices, and to
conform to the general requirements
of the bureau of markets are to be glv
en the advantage of receipt of advice
and Information developed through the
bureau Investigations.
Large metal signs for display on
trucks will be furnished to operators
meeting the requirements. These signs
will read, "The Owner of This Truck
Is
with the Bureau of
Markets, United States Department of
Agriculture." The operutor also will
be privileged to use this sentence on
bis stationery and In advertising.
Bequests for application blanks, to
be used In obtaining the signs, should

f
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Loading a Calf Into Motor Express
for Market.
be made to the Chief of the Bureau of
Markets, United States Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D. O.
with motorThrough Its
truck operators the bureau of markets
hopes to make It easy to place In prop
er hands such advice and Information
as it may secure; to act as a medium
for distribution of Information among
operators ; to stabilize the rural motor
business by requiring adherence to certain business practices, and to give to
reliable operators the business advantage of working cooperatively with the
bureau of markets.

ALL HAND SIGNALS

UNIFORM

Whatever Traffic Regulations May Be,
Principal Thing la to Be Pair
to Other Fellow.
In driving through the country It Is
a little puzzling to know how to act
sometimes, for the traffic ordinances
vury in different towns. Might it
not be well to consider that certain
principles should be uniform? For ex-

ample, the band signals. The band
held out on either side of tbe car
should indicate that a turn is to be
made to that side, or that the car
Is to be stopped. A rotary motion of
the bond would indicate a turn to the
opposite side. In turning corners to
the right, keep as close to the curb
as possible, while In turning to the
left go out around the center of tbe
street intersection. Do not draw up
to the curb except with the curb to
the right side of the car.
But whatever tbe regulations may
Convenience for Auto.
be, the principal thing is to be fair
A new convenience for automobile to tbe other follow and always give
tourists Is a folding gasoline cooking him his half, says Dakota Farmer. If
stove that can be carried in a car all of us kept this In mind and acted
and be supplied with fuel from Its accordingly, there would be no road
tank.
pigs and fewer accidents.

FRENCH ARMY AUTOTRUCKS CARRYING
MOTION-PICTUR- E
OUTFIT FOR SOLDIERS

PERSHING TELLS
STORY OF WAR
Commander

in Detailed

Report
Relates How the U. S.
Men Won.

SETS MARCH

21

AS CRISIS

Forty-secon-

American Operations Prior to
That Date as Part of Their Train-In- g
Pays 8upreme Tribute
to Officers and Men.

Views

Washington, Dec. B. Gen. John 3.
Pershing's account of his stewardship
as coininunder of the American expeditionary forces was given to the public Wednesday by Secretary Baker.
It is In the form of a preliminary report to the beoretary, covering operations up to November 20, after the
German collapse. It closes with these
words from the leader of the great
army In France, expressing his feeling
for those who served under him :
"I pay the supreme tribute to our
officers und soldiers of the line. When
I think of their heroism, their patience
under hardships, their unflinching spirit of offensive action, I nm filled with
emotion which I am unable to express.
Their deeds are immortal and they
have earned the eternal gratitude of
our country."
The report begins with General
Perlilng's departure for France to
pave the way for the army that was to
smash German resistance on the
Meuse and give vital aid to the allies
in forcing Germany to its knees ID
months later.
Crisis en March 21.
General Pershing views the encounters before March 21 of this year, In
which American troops participated as
a part of their training, and dismisses
them briefly. On that date, however
the great German offensive was
launched and a crucial situation quickly developed In the allied lines which
called for prompt use of the four
American divisions that were at the
time "equal to any demands of battle
action."
"The crisis which this offensive de
veloped was such," General Pershing
says, "that on March 28 I placed at
the disposal of Marshal Foch, who had
been agreed npon as commander In
chief of the allied armies, all of our
forces. At his request the First division was transferred from the Tout
sector to a position In reserve at Chau-moen Vexln.
"As German superiority In numbers
required prompt action, an agreement
was reached at the Abbeville conference of the allied premiers and commanders' and myself on May 2 by
which British shipping was to transport ten American divisions to the
British army area, where they were to
be trained and equipped, and additional British shipping was to be provided
for as many divisions as possible for
use elsewhere.
Men Eager for Test.
"On April 26 the First division had
gone Into the line In the Mnntdldler
salient, on the Plcardy battle front.
Tactics had been suddenly revolutionized to those of open warfare, and our
men, confident of the results of their
training, were eager for the test. On
the morning of May 28 this division
attacked the commanding German position In Its front, taking with splendid
dash the town of Cantlgny and all
other objectives, which were organized
and held steadfastly against vicious
counter-attack- s
and galling artillery
fire.

"Although local, this brilliant action
had an electrical effect, as It demonstrated our fighting qualities under
extreme battle conditions and also that
the enemy's troops were not altogether
Invincible."
Hold Foe at Chateau Thierry.
There followed Immediately the Ger
man thrust across the Aisne river to
ward Paris. He continues :
"The Third division, which hnd just
come from its preliminary training in
the trenches, was hurried to the
Marne. Its motorized machine-gubattalion preceded the other units and
successfully held the bridgehead at
the Marne, opposite Chateau Thierry.
"The Second division, in reserve
near Montdidler, was sent by motortrucks and other available transport
to check tbe progress of the enemy
toward Paris. The division attacked
and retook the town and railroad station at Bourescbes and sturdily held
Its ground against tbe enemy's best
guard divisions.
"In tbe battle of Belleau wood, which
followed, our men proved their superiority and gained a strong tactical
position, with far greater loss to the
enemy than to ourselves. On July 1,
before the Second was relieved, it captured tbe village of Vaux with splendid precision.
Stand Between Paris and Foe.
"Meanwhile our Second corps, under
n
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SECRETARY

OF WAR'S REPORT

lays Question of Permanent

Reorgan-Izatio- n

of Army Has Been
Deferred.

MOVING-PICTUR-

E

APPARATUS ON WHEELS IN FRANCE.

French official photograph taken in the region of Meurthe and Moselle
snowing autotruck laden with moving --picture apparatus for the purpose of
amusing the soldiers and giving them a short respite from the hardships and
trials of battle. This group of autotrucks is a part of the cinematographic
section of the French army.
LUBRICANT

ON SPRING SEAT

Those Used on Some Cars Should Receive Periodic Attention They
8hould Be Oiled.
Movable spring seats which are used
in some cars should receive periodic
attention. They should be oiled, or if
grease cup is provided, as Is usually
the esse. It should be turned up every
few days. In springs of the cantilever type It Is necessary tb give the
i joint periodic attention.

MaJ. Gen. George W. Read, bad been
organized for the command of our
divisions with the British, wblcb were
beld back In training areas or asdefenses. Five of
signed to second-lin- e
tbe ten divisions were withdrawn from
the British area In June, three to relieve divisions In Lorraine and the
Vosges and two were sent to the Paris
area to Join the group of American
divisions which stood between tbe city
and any further advance of the enemy
In that direction."
By that time the great tide .of American troop movements to France was
In full swing and the older divisions
could be used freely. The
in line east of Reims, faced the
German assault of July IS and "held
their ground unflinchingly ;" on the
right flank four compuules of the
Twenty-eightdivision faced "ad
vancing waves of Uormnn Infantry,
and the Third division held the Marne
line, opposite Chateau Thierry, against
powerful artillery ami Infantry attack.
Single Regiment Checks Enemy,
"A single regiment of the Third
wrote one of the most brilliant pages
in our military annals on this occaslon," General I'ersliltig says. "It pre
vented the crossing at certain points
on its front while, on either flank,
the Germans who lind gained a foot
ing pressed forward. Our men, firing
In three directions, met the German
attacks with coun'er-nttuck- s
at crltl
cat points and succeeded in throwing
two German divisions Into complete
K)
confusion, capturing
prisoners.'
Thus was the stage set for the
which,
beginning
with the smashing of the enemy's
Marne salient, brought overwhelming
victory to the allies and the Cnited
States in the eventful months that
have followed.
The intimation is
strong that General Pershing's advice
helped Marshal Foch to reach his de
cision to strike.

Washington, Dec. 5. The question

of permanent organization of the army
baa been deferred

for consideration

after the close of the peace

confer-

ence. Secretary Baker, In his annual
report saya this course Is determined
upon since "tbe military needs of the
Cnited States cannot be prudently as--

Boston's Qsrage the First
Tbe first public garage of

wbere motorcars could bo stored, repaired or rented was opened In Boston, Mass, early in the spring of 1899k
Chevrolet Review.

Washington, Dec. 5. Reporting on
the advance of the American army of
nmrmtlnn Into Germany. General Per
shing's communique says: "The Third
army In Its advance Into uennany
reached the general line
Wlttllch - Berncastet- Osann- Steinberg."
Dablrm-Glsenschml- tt

-

of our artillery lire and our sudden
approach out of the fog.
"Our First corps advanced to Thlau
court, while our Fourth corps curved
back to the southwest through Nonsard. The Second Colonial French
corps made the slight advance re
quired of It on very difficult ground
and tbe Fifth corps took It three
ridges and repulsed a counter-attack- .
"A rapid march brought reserve reg
iments of a division of tbe Fifth corps
Into Vigneulles In the early morning,
where it linked up with patrols of our
Fourth corps, closing the salient and
forming a new Hue west of Thlaucourt
to Vigneulles und beyond

L

Oar Part in Feeding the Nation
(Special Information Service, United Btates Department ot Agricultura.)

BIGGEST WAR GARDEN IS IN ARIZONA MOUNTAINS.

Fresnes-eu-Woevr-

h

counter-offensiv-

e

Counter-Offensiv-

Opens.

e

General Pershing continues:
"The great force of the German
Chateau Thierry offensive established
the deep Marne salient, hut the enemy
was taking chances, and the vulnerability of this pocket to attack might
be turned to his disadvantage.
"Seizing this opportunity to support
my conviction, every division with any
sort of training was made available
for use In a
The
place of honor In the thrust toward
Solssoiis on July 18 wns given to our
First and Second divisions In company with chosen French divisions.
"Without the usual brief warning of
a preliminary
the
bombardment,
massed French and American artillery,
firing by the map, laid down Its rolling
barrage at dawn while tbe infantry began Its charge. The tactical handling
of our troops under these trying conditions was excellent throughout the action.
"The enemy brought up large numbers of reserves and made a stubborn
defense both with machine guns and
artillery, but through Ave days' fighting the First division continued to advance until It had gained the heights
nhove Soissons and enptured the village of
"The Second division took Beau Repairs form and Vlerzy in a very rapid
vance and reached a position In
front of Tlgny at the end of Its second
day. These two divisions captured
prisoners and over 100 pieces of
artillery."
First American Army Formed.
The report describes In some detail
the work of completing the reduction
of the salient, mentioning the operations of the Twenty-sixth- ,
Third.
Thirty-seconFourth,
and Twenty-eightWith
divisions.
the situation on the Marne front thus
relieved. General Pershing writes, ho
could turn to the organization of the
First American army and the reduction
of the St. Mihiel salient, long planned
as the initial purely American enterprise.
A troop concentration, aided by generous contributions of artillery and air
units by the French, began, Involving
the movement, mostly at night, of
counter-offensiv-

Berzy-le-Se-

Forty-seconh

000,000 men.

sector reaching from Port sur
east of the Moselle, eastward
through St. Mihiel to Verdun and later
enlarged to carry It to the edge of the
forest of Argonne wns taken over, the
Second Colonial French, holding the
tip of the salient opposite St. Mihiel,
and the French Seventeenth corps, on
the heights nhove Verdun, being transferred to General Pershing's command.
The combined French, British, nnd
American air forces mobilized for the
battle, the report says, was the largest
aviation assembly ever engaged on the
western front up to that time In a single operation.
Battle of St. Mihiel.
Of the reduction of the St Mihiel
salient General Pershing says:
"After four hours' artillery preparation the seven American divisions
In the front line advanced at 5 a. m.
on September 12, assisted by a limited number of tanks manned partly by
Americans and partly by the French.
"These divisions, nccompnnled by
and others
groups of
armed with bangalore torpedoes, went
through the successive bands of
barbed wire that protected tbe ene-A

Seille,

wire-cutte-

16,000 Prisoners Taken.
"At a cost of only 7.000 casualties,
mostly ligbt. we had taken 10,000 pris
oners and 44.1 guns, a great quantity
of material, released the inhabitants
of many villages from enemy domination und estahllshed our lines In a po
sition to threaten Metz.
"This signal success of the Ameri
can First army in its first offensive
was of prime importance. The allies
found they had a formiduhle army to
aid them, and the enemy learned final
ly that he had one to reckon with,
The report shows for the first time
officially that with this brilliantly exe
cuted coup, General Pershing s men
had cleared the way for the great ef
fort of the allies and American forces
to win a conclusive victory. The
American army moved at once toward
Its crowning achievement, the battle
of the Meuse.
The general tells a dramatic story
of this mighty battle in three distinct
phases, beginning on the night of
September 27, when Americans quickly took the places of the French or
the thinly held line of this long, quid
sector. The attack opened on Septem
ber 20, and the Americans drove
across No
through entanglements,
Man's Land, to take all the enemy's
first-linpositions.
Battle of the Meuse,
Closing the chapter, General Per- shtng says:
"On November 6 a division of the
First corps reached a point on the
Meuse opposite Sedan, 20 miles from
our lines of departure. The strntegl
cal goal which was our highest hope
was gained. We had cut the enemy's
main line of communications, and
nothing could save his army from
complete disaster,
"In all forty enemy divisions had
been used against us In the
Between September
battle.
26 and Novemlier 0 we took 20,orn
prisoners nnd 408 guns on this front,
"Our divisions engaged were the
First. Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth,
e

Meuse-Argon-

Twenty-sixth-

ninth,
Thirty-fifth-

,

Twenty-eighth-

,

.

eighth,

TwentyThirty-third-

Thirty-secon-

Seventy-

Thirty-sevent.

Seventy-ninth-

,

Eightieth,
Ninetieth

Eighty-ninth- ,

Eighty-secon-

,

.

nnd Ninety-first"Many of our divisions remained In
line for a length of time that re
quired nerves of steel, while others
were sent In again after only a few
days of rest. The First, Fifth, Twenty-sixth,

Forty-secon-

Seventy-se-

v

Eighty-nintand
enth, Eightieth.
Ninetieth were In the line twice,
Although some of the divisions
were fighting their first battle, they
soon became equal to the best.
Other Corps Active.
The commander In chief does not
lose sight of the divisions opernttng
with French or British armies during
this time.
He tells of the work of the Second
corps, comprising the Twenty-seventnnd Thirtieth divisions. In the British
nssault on the Illndenhurg line where
the St. Quentin canal pusses through
a tunnel.
Of the total strength of the expeditionary force, General Pershing reports :
'There are In Europe altogether, including n regiment and some sanitary
units with the Italian army and the
organizations at Murmansk, also including these en route from the States,
approximately 2.053,347 men. less our
losses."
First U. S. Planes in May.
"The first airplanes received from
home arrived in May. and together
we have received 1,379. The first
Americnn
squadron
completely
equipped by American production, including airplanes, crossed the German
lines on August 7, 1918.
As to tanks, we were compelled
to rely upon the French.
Here,
however, we were less fortunate, for
the reason that the French production could barely meet the requirements of their own armies.
It should be fully realized that the
French government has always taken
a most liberal attitude and has been
most anxious to give us every possi
ble assistance In meeting our deficiencies- in these as well as In other
Our dependencies
npon
respects.
France for artillery, aviation and
to
of
tanks wns,
the fact
course, due
that our Industries had not been ex
clusively devoted to military produc
tion."
h

h

sensed until that conference shall have
Small Things Once Previous.
determined the future international
In the reign of Henry VIII, a needle
relations of the world."
was so valuable a thing that an EngFor temporary purposes, however, lish comedy was written about the loss
Mr. Baker announces that he will lay of one. In the reign of Queen Elizabefore congress a plan of reorganizabeth, a pair of gloves were held to he
tion for tbe regular army, "which shall a fitting gift for the sovereign. Cenry
continue as the nucleus of any future IV of France, a poor and a frugal
military establishment"
monarch, committed one extravagance,
The secretary also Indicates his In- which was commented upon by the
to
court
tention
and noted down In Sully's mepress for perpetuation by
moirs. He used as many handkerlaw of the strong general staff organization built up during the great chiefs as he required when he had a
cold In his bend.
world'a war.

With the French Army In Germany,
Dirt Makes Trouble.
PERSHING TELLS OF ADVANCE
Dec. 5. The Tenth French army, on
Car owners will save themselves
much worry and trouble nowadays If
Its way to the Rhine and Mayence, has
French Cross German Frontier of 1870
crossed tbe German frontier of 1870,
they win give special attention to see
of Enemy Territory
Occupation
that dirty gasoline does not get In the
occupying the valley of the Sarre. The
Carried Out Without Incident
needle valve, In the carburetor jets, of
advance Into German territory has
"
gasoline lines.

tny's front line and support trenrhen

In Irresistible waves on schedule time,
breaking down all defense of no enemy demoralized by the great volutin'

been without Incident and appears
likely to be carried out In perfect
order and quiet
Italy la British Alliance.

Rome, Dec. 8. The Populo Romano
says Italy will Join In an alliance between Franc- - and England.

Records Salt In Sea Water.
Instrument has been devised
which gives a continuous record of
the salinity of sea water by the measurement of its electrical conductivity.
A pair of electrolytic cells have been
designed which, when used with a suitable alternating-curren- t
galvanometer,
will give satisfactory operation in connection with a recorder. The temperature compensation Is obtained by
placing both cells, which are In the
two anna of a Wbeatstone bridge. In a
uniform temperature bath.
An
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Bila County Gardener Planting His Crops. The Big Pipe Line in

Irrigates This and Other Sections of the

the Foreground
Plot.

disposed of at no expense to the grower. This year tbe market baa been
enlarged and a canning and drying
building added, so that gardeners can
to can and dry their own prodFOOD learn
ucts. Drying and canning work Is under the direction of the county
agent of Gila county.
America's Largest War Garden
Other Gardens Started.
Tbe success of the gardens has been
Tucked Away in Mountain
assured from the outset Since last
year two other large copper companies
Regions of Arizona.
In the vicinity have started gardens for
their employees, on the advice of the
agent An estimate of what
DREAM OF A COUNTY AGENT county
this work has meant to Gila county is
$70,000. This amount is exclusive of
the small backyard gardens which
Employees of Large Mining Company, have sprung up everywhere. The county agent estimates that these backyard
Formerly Dependent on Canned
gardens Increase from 75 to 200 per
Goods, Now Have Fertile Garcent In a district where regular war
dens of Their Own.
gardens have been started.
Would you expect to find America's
largest war garden tucked away In the
mountains of Arlzonu, at an altitude
0KRA GOOD IN GARDENS X
of 3,350 feet? There It lies In fertile
expanse, dependent upon irrigation for
Okra, or gumbo, is a desirable
every drop which waters Its soli.
T addition to the vegetables grown
This garden Is tbe realized dream of
In tbe home garden. It has been
County Agent J. It. Sandige of Gila
grown and used for years In tbe
county, Ariz. As emergency agent, bis
South, where it is found in al- most every garden, and is In- part in the program of work was to
stimulate foot production In Gila
creasing in popularity in the
county. He saw hundreds of em- X North.
In regions where the growing
ployees of the Inspiration Consolidated Copper company, In Miami, Ariz., 4 seasons are very short, okra
dependent upon canned goods for food
plants may be started In a hot-because they could not raise fresh ? bed or greenhouse und trans- vegetables in the arid soil of Miami.
planted to the open ground.
He saw also a great tract of lund which Okra Is easily grown on any
needed only Irrigation to make It suit- X good soil, and a few plants will
able for gardens. Here was a chance
be sufficient for tbe average fam- to Increase the nation's food supply.
iiy.
Mr. Sandige put the case to the copper 4j
The edible portion consists of
the pods, which must be gatb- company. The result was 7,000
gurdens, which supplied T ered und used while young and
$30,000 worth of vegetables lust year 4 tender.
and are expected nearly to double that
Okra Is used mainly in soups,
but may be served as a vegeta- figure In 1913.
The gardeners are miners, smelter
ble, boiled or baked, or as a
men and millmen. They are a cos j, salad. It may be kept for win- mopolitan group of many American- X ter use by cunning or drying.
ized nationalities. Most of tbem have X
The United States department
never gardened before where It was
of agriculture has recently re- necessary to Irrigate. In spite of this
published Farmers' Bulletin 232,
the crops from March 1 to December
"Culture und Uses of Okra."
1, J918, promise to pass the $50,(100 X Sent on application.
mark In value. More than $27,000
worth were accounted for by July 10.
How They Irrigate.
Stores.
A gardener requires about 30 min
While
stores In the
utes to irrigate bis garden, and be can United States are relatively unsucdo
when
before
breukfast
or
it
easily
cessful as compared with typical cohe returns from work in the evening. operative stores in European counGardens need Irrigation once a week. tries, the lack of success Is not duo
Water is pumped from deep wells and to tbe fullure of the underlying princarried to the gardens In large pipe ciples of such enterprises to hold good
lines, from which it Is distributed to In America, but to the business meththe Individual plots by menus of lieud ods generally followed in such undergates and check gates.
takings In this country. This concluPreference Is given to necessary sion has been reached as a result of
vegetables, such us potatoes, beans, a survey of 60
stores mads
peas, sweet corn, cabbuge und toma- by the office of markets and rural ortoes, while space not occupied by these ganization of the United States departIs given to melons, squashes, pump- ment of
agriculture. In muny Amerikins, peppers, peanuts nnd other less can
stores which have
esscntiul crops.
failed, mismanagement, inadequate acThe double crop system Is used, so counting and auditing, lack of
that there Is something on the ground
poor business methods, and lack
all the time. For example, melons are of judgment are responsible.
so
when
that
planted among the beans,
The results of the survey Indicate
the beans are gathered tbe melons will that the
store has tended
on
be
the ground.
to bring about lower prices, smaller
A flock of hens for the miner's back margin of
profit, more efficient busiyard is encouraged to help utilize the ness
and other practices benwaste from the gardens, such as tops eficial to the farmer.
of beets, radishes and cabbage leaves.
With the application of efficient business methods and the education of
Gardens for Whole Families.
It Is not unusual to see a whole the farmer to a clear understanding
stores,
family at work in th" garden, the little of the functions of
Inchildren almost hidden in the luxuri- they may be made successful.
stances
are cited of unusual savings
ant growth of vegetables. The county
agent or an assistant visits the gar- and large dividends to members of vadens frequently and shows the gar- rious associations. Such associations
deners how to plant. Irrigate, cultivate procure capable managers by paying
and spray their vegetables.
adequate salaries; take advantage of
The management of the gardens Is large-scal- e
purchasing and cash disin the hands of tbe employees'
counts; maintain proper accounts and
of the copper company, which cost records; and watch stock turnIssues bulletins of directions for the overs.
use of the gardeners. Ground, seed,
The more general, underlying conwater and spraying materials are fur- ditions which investigations Indicated
nished free by the company, as Is also should be present If a
protection for the products. Market- store is to be successful are: (1) good
ing and canning and drying facilities leadership among tbe members, (2)
are likewise free to ail.
(3) favorable
capable management
Through the county agent's efforts environment with regard both to physa war gardeners' market was built last ical location and to social or occupayear. In It all surplus products are tional affiliations.

USE IRRIGATION
TO RAISE

I

j

?

J

J

J

t
J

J

cora-mftt-

Store carrots, beets and parsnips In
a box of sand in a coal cellar.
Leave some parsnips and salsify In

tbe ground all winter.

Cabbages needed for home use can
Lay In some parsley for green garnbe tied together and bung over a pole ishing during the winter.
in the cellar.
Save your small onions for planting
Tbe kind of silo to build will depend next spring.
npon your location. All the different
makes are good when properly con- Squashes and pumpkins want a i
afrnrtml

takes to milk. He tayi that cowl
It CouMa't Be Dose.
like it and thrive on it. Mountain-ai- r Somebody said that it couldn't

NEW MEXICO STATE RECORD
FRANK STAPLIN,
Published

F. T. Meadows lays he had a very
short crop of bean this year only
about 10,000 pounds. His corn was
fairly good. His meadow did not all
get an overflow this year, but that
part of it that got water yielded
an extra fine crop of hay.
thing
E. McGee shipped three carloads That couldn't be done, and he did it!
of cattle to Oklahoma City, last

EDITOR

Fe. the State Capital by the

Every Friday at Santa

STATE PUBLISHING COMPANY
Frank Staplin, Receiver
Entered at
ico,

iccond-cla-

it

matter at the post office at Santa Fe, New

under the Act of March

"Oh, you will
week, and J. S. Wisdom will ship Somebody scoffed:
never do that
one carload to Fort Worth, Texas.
has done it."
ever
no
one
At
Record.
least
Willard
But he took off his coat and he took
off his hat
The New Mexico Central Railway
has voluntarily given the farmers of And the first thing we knew he'd
the Estancia valley a half rate on all
begun it.
With a lift of his chin and a bit of
kinds of foods for live stock.
a tarins
R. C. Dillon and R. A. Archuleta Without any doubt or quiddit
made shipments of sheep from Wil- He started to sing as he tackled tne
thine?
lard last weak. Their ranches are
located near Mountainair.
That couldn't be done, and he did it.

Mex-

3, 18 79.

$I-S-

Subscription

par yea

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, DECEMBER 13, 1918
No better Christmas present cm
be found for relative or friend than
Thrift or War Savings Stamps. This
kind of giving would put over our
stamp quota; in New Mexico, the
only one in which we have so far
failed to go over the top.

Adjutant General James Baca will
be very generously and generally recommended for reappointment. He
has made a splendid record and attracted the attention of able aimy
officers who will add the'.r influence
to that of his local
friends in his behalf with the new
governor.
Probably the most important appointment to be made by the incoming governor is that of state engineer. There are several active and
but
several
candidates,
receptive
the best guess at this time is Leslie
Gillctt who has both the qualificaand
tions and the endorsements
whose party fealty has never been
questioned.

There is no indication of any contest for the office of state bank examiner. The controlling recommendation for that office bas usually been
that of the bankers themselves and
per cent in
they seem to re aDoui

GREAT BRITAIN'S

WAR RECORD

Of all people the English are least
concerned with praise for raving
done what the conscience of the na- tion understood to be the right thing
J
to do.
hey never seek applause,
nor are they swerved from a course
deemed right, for lack of it. It is
a sterling quality, which has often
been mistaken for mere stubbornness. Anions some other things we
have discovered during t lie war, one
18
that the Huns have insidiously
and persistently, for years, sowed
seeds of suspicion and hate ot the
English throughout the world. Beof
was jealous
cause Germany
England she hated her; and hating
her wanted all other countries to
hate England also. And so around
the world went an army of German
spies whose mission was to spread
of hatred.
a propaganda
Germany
ungrateful, had no cause for this.
English ports the world over were
open freely to German ships to mine
and go and trade at will. England
herself bought from Germany annually millions of dollars worth of
(ieruian-maigoods m excess of
what '.nn. my bought from Englr.nd.
Germans in England were as free
to work, travel, sell goods as any
Englishman, while the Englishman
ln (urinany was sr.bject to coii'.tat't
surveillance and in arriving at a
(
citv must first of ill tile

Jose C. Garza has succeeded R. L. There are thousands to tell you it
can not be done,
Hitt as editor and publisher of the
There are thousands who prophesy
Willard Record.
failure.
There are thousands who point out
UNION
to you one by one,
The dangers that await to assail you.
But
just buckle in with a bit of a
J. D. Burson has completed the
grin,
stone work on one of the finest
off your coat and go to" it:"
residences in Des Moines.
It is Just take
startf in to sing as you' tackle
y
a
building, built Just
the thing
of native rock, all the rooms large
That can not be done, and you'll do it.

,nL-tiv-

six-roo- m

one-stor-

and well lighted, and will be warm
Selected.
and cosy. The editor is anxiously
watching the same as he is to oc
A CHRISTMAS CAROL.
cupy it when completed. Des Moines
Swastika.
It came upon the midnight clear,
That glorious song of old,
Harry T. Smith went to Tulsa, Ok From angels bending near the earth
of
carload
with
a
lahoma,
potatoes. To touch their harps of gold:
Harry is a progressive farmer and "Peace on the earth, good will to
deserves success. He grew more pomen,
tatoes than the local merchants could
King."
From heaven's
and many a jolly aiternoon they had, devotion to the Red Cross cause of huconsume. Des Moines Swastika.
The world in solemn stillness lay
too, with their aces, and hearts, and manity, without stint or murmur their
To hear tjie angels singi
W. O. Clapper, who lives near Tex- work has been one of the finest, most
jacks, and trumps.
inside Union county, says But with the woes of sin and strife
line,
just
of
unselfish
enduring examples
service
Then the war came !
his crop was excellent this year arid
The world has suffered long;
of America's whole war experience.
that he had in about 200 acres. He Beneath the angel-strai- n
have rolled
Brothers, husbands, sons, sweethearts
in
is
Those wonderful women have made the
notion
almost
he
the
that
Two
thousand years of wrong;
says
left home to be aces of the air, jacks of the
of buying a tractor to do the bulk And man, at war with man, hears
foundation of future Red Cross work, in a
r.avy or trumps of the American Army.
of his work next year. Clayton
not
big way, possible. That work must go on,
News.
The love song which they bring:
The afternoon meetings continued
of course as long as American soldiers
Oh. hush the noise, ye men of strife,
but the scenes changed to Red Cross are over the sea the Red Cross is neceAnd hear the angels sing I
PAY THE TEACHERS.
workrooms. And serious, busy fingers of ssaryas long as emergency relief work
With very few exceptions school And ye, beneath life's crushing load
hundreds of thousands of patriotic Amerneeds to be done.
boards have paid teachers the regWhose forms are bending low,
ican women worked day in and day out
And now comes your turn to make the
ular salary as though the schools Who toil along the climbing way '
to alleviate the suffering of their loved
of
on
reRed
Cross
a
the
work
in
session
the
been
had
With painful steps and slow,
during
ones, and yours, too, who responded so carrying
cent epidemic of influenza.
none of your time is asked
Look now, for glad and golden hours
certainty
gallantly to the country's needs.
With one exception, the attorney
Come swiftly on the wingt
for no special effort just the support
generals of the states where the Oh, rest beside the weary road,'
They gave their time, and energy, and of your membership.
And hear the angels sing I
question has been asked, have' ruled
that the teachers must be paid. In
For
lo, tre days are hostening on,
Nebraska, the school law specificalBy prophet bards foretold,
ly, and we think unjustly, provides
years
that teachers shall not be paid dur- When with the
-Comes round the age of gold;
ing an epidemic.
A sense of common justice will When Peace shall over all the earth
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY
Its ancient splendors fling,
reveal to any school board member
that teachers should not be made And the whole world give back the
BENJAMIN F. PANKEY, Santa Fe, New Mexico
song
to suffer personally because of a
Which now the angels sing.
great common misfortune. CertainEdward Hamilton Sears.
which
teachers receive
ly the pay
not permit of losses amounting
preparatory to the start. Fort cars at 6 miles an hour. The en- will
The actions of a man tell of what
2.
HP has three to ten per cent,, - or in some cases,
Sumner Leader,
in
gine is rated
speeds forward and a reverse, weighs twenty per cent.- American School kind' he is, as do the fruits of a
MEXICO
tree.
The big new enclosed truck for 2700 lbs., runs in mud, just as we'll as Board Journal.
hauling the Valley cHildren to school on dry roads. Roy
arrived last week and has been
NEWS REVIEW into service. J. W. Allen is the put
in
Sumner
Applications are1 now filed with
charge. Fort
Leader
the Roy Farm Loan Board for
Loans on
in Government
farms.
COLFAX
GUADALUPE

This used to be the Bridge Club

favor of Mr. George H. Van Stone,
who has made a fair and satisfactory
.
official during the past two years
report containing a per- and whose work has attracted nation-- ; so),;,l history, the nature of hi
wide commendation.
rami there, and how many days lie
intended to remain in that place.
As we all know, it was a question
The activities of the Red Cross are
so essential and so varied that the 'of honor and not necessity which!
im-significance of the spirit which guides brought England into the war ex-- j
!
She, too, with the
them is easily lost. Service at per-- ! mediately.
sonal cost is the very heart of social ception of a strong navy was entirely
efficiency and peace. Take this prin- - unprepared, and the world will never
ciple, out of the common law, out cease to owe a debt of gratitude to
of humanism, or out of Christianity, those brave men, who with only
little that is worth while remains. It scanty supplies and scantier ammn-i- s
this which gives its true radiance nition, held, actually by a thread, and
to the Cross of Calvary and has made at awful cost of life, the Hun line,
that Cross tha whole world's symbol while an army, was gathered and
munition works were being built. Hut
of sacrifice and service.
for the English navy, the war would
But for
With three candidates in the con- - tavc.. e.n,cA very differently.
only w per cent
test for the speakership of the next tnglish snips, also,
couM
reached
have
,,r troops
house of representatives it looks
snore ana more live k. l,. paca ail,--"
f
all the great things of the war, NEW
Ha unoU..tio.M. k..
the tim..
none
is
greater than the magnifimore votes than any other one can
slide te, so the only way be can now cent loyalty of the English colonies
be beaten is for the other two can- to the mother country. While they
have remained aloof, without
didates, Messrs. Sedillo and Llewel- might
they unitedly
lyn, to pool their votes, provided, of a moment's hesitation
rallied to her aid. Of
course, that their supporters are will- and heartily
and
life
of
treasure
best
they
their
ing to be pooled which is doubtful.
lands and
Any one of tha two is well qualified sent from
uncomclimes, freely, voluntarily,
to handle tha position creditably.
QUAY
Word was received in Santa Rosa
plainingly. It was a grand spectacle; Has Faith in Oil in Colfax
B. Dyer, who has been spendtribute.
a
J.
M.
Hon.
from
last
mighty
J.
Wednesday
Because Theodore Rouault, Jr., state
Because no press bureau was main- ing the past two weeks in the oil Casaus stating that he lost about
T. P. Bates is shipping out about
me and fish warden, did not see tained to
keep us constantly re- fields of Texas, returned Wednes- - 300 head of sheep during the late four cars of his cattle to the Kansas
fit to tell the meat of several dear minded, there
few of us who aay morning iircu wun ciuiiusiasni snow torm, seventy-fiv- e
are
of which City market this week. The recent
flegally killed by violators, and con
yet begin to realize our debt to over what he had seen. Ihe oil pro- were killed by a Santr. Fe train spell of snow made it necessary to
fiscated by him for six or eight cents as
Britain in this war; but time, ducing industry in Texas and Okla- near Yeso station. Santa Rosa Voice. move them on account of the short
Great
per pouna, at Ai.mogorao t,ut smp-- 1 whjch adjls,s a ,hese Mn
wjl) homa is one of the wonders of the
grass and feed supply. House News.
ped it out and sold it for twenty,
of our dcbti and with age, and has made countless per,he s,
Wm. O Brien, a sheep buyer from
and twenty five cents per pound, wrj(e
The bosom of old mother earth is
,hat llndcrstanrlin(, will come a truer sons rich during the past few years. Fort Collins, Colo., received 700 lambs
turning the money into the state sense of our obligation. H. H. Wind- Mr. Dyer is convinced that a sim:lar at Fastura
Santa certainly soaked with moisture, as
treasury, he was made the subject of sor, in January Popular Mechanics flood of riches awaits those who Rosa Voice. last Monday.
the snow which fell two weeks ago
an attack in the last issue of the
have confidence in the oil prospects
Magazine.
is still heavy on the ground, but
Alamogordo News. It is merely a
of southeastern Colfax county sufreRudolfo Delgado, of Borica,,
gradually melting and depositing a
case of "the culprit cussing the court."
into
ficient
to
their
prosPARDON
of
AGAINST
money
loss
head
put
PROTEST
ports the
eigihteen
deep moisture to sustain next year's
Mr. Rouault has been too diligent
for this fluid necessity, and of sheep during the recent snow crops.
It has been several year
and efficient to be injured by any A movement is on foot at Santa pecting
he will continue to apply his ener- - storm. Santa Rosa Voice.
since this section has had such
auch rejoiner.
to the development of the. lands
bounteous moisture and prospects
Rcdfgies
Fe. said to be promoted by the
.
.
:
. .,
.1.. l
1.1..
ne aircauy
C. H. Stearns one of the reprenuius
extensive
were never better for bumper crops.
to obtain a pardon tot ion wnicn u.
Cross
BEAN INSPECTORS
WHAT FOR' W. A. women, A remonstrance
sentatives of the U. S. public service The cattlemen who are carrying over
against leases. Katon Kange.
Gray.
is in circulation at Moun
reserve left for Camp Cody Wednesstock are looking ahead for a re
The latest excuse and perhaps the the pardon
home
Smith
arrived
Jack
will
yester day evening to remain during the turn of the days of prosperity for
tainair, and quite likely there
most novel one yet devised, by the be
he
Kansas
ac
from
where
City
can
be
demobilization
as
day
far
of
American
As
the
their industry. House News.
others.
judged
present administration to create more
shipment of cat- - troops stationed there, which will
preponderance of public senti- - companied a large
federal jobs is revealed through an the
Foke Smith ranch take about a month or six weeks.
ment in this county is against a tie from the
ROOSEVELT
,r
last week He struck a sneciallv oroori He was sent there by the quarterunpretentious item in the Des Moines
,...,iur
Swastika which is as follows:
for the murder of his niece, market one of the steers bringing master general's office to look after
sentence
"Hal Franklin received notice of ,..u;u
Workmen
arc putting in the
e
r,hr,it x the neat sum of $157. Raton Reuort- - the interests of the boys who
,,rr,.,i n,.nr t ,
bis appointment as a U. S.
of fine
imported
wainscoating
after
the
are
employment
troops
Italian marble at the new First Nainspector on Tuesday of this week, ; ,he secolld degree. The evidence
demobilized.
- ,
, " lane , , i in away
bank
livestock
The
heaviest
tional
the
Bank
and
jwu
some
building
shipping
and
circumstantial,
from this place as it is only local.' was
a conviction on f:rst degree season in a number of years; from
may get into their new quarters by
thought
LUNA
;After interviewing all the bean murder could have been secured, the local stockyards is near its end.
Christmas. Portales News.
w. ....
he sec-- n One of the reasons for the heavy
hju othtrs doubted it.
this section of the state we are
Owing to the fact that a new out
but outgo is that more growers than Mustering Out at Deming
plea was accepted,
unable to rind one who ever saw or 4l
r:cc
,i
usual "cleaned up," saying they had
it necessary
break of. the flu made
The fifteen thousand troons
who
. n
. ,
.
i
i
i
'
f.
i.
sccasu as usiiiu ura is IlllH warn IIUl nnrr
winter
a
hunch
was
that
the
l
ancr
mc
scnuuis
going were in training! at Deming when
ai ruriaics
t,ose
hp prime was a most nriltal
be
a
severe.
Stockman.
had
been
few
to
perfectly vigorous and at least 113
is
said to
opened only
the armistice was signed are being 'they
Springer
revolting one. Oav
percent emcieni.
mustered out of the service at the days, the school authorities and
havp be(,n a modej prisonc!
anj
The federal building at Raton is rate of about 500 a day. Every train teachers have announced through the
his work on Red Cross
Fini hing work that leaves
county growers have been imposed kniuinK at be penitentiary has come nearly completed.
has an extra local papers the lessons for each
men
ana navenc uiwn n contact with the Red Cross wom on the interior is now in progress coach or two Deming
u,u ii uy icea
for soldiers. The men day in each subject for one week.
kind
of
the
is
or
beans,
raising
right
grading up the are furnished with transportation to The answers and discussions of same
en of Santa Fe and aroused their and the contractor
many of them being new comers to
News Herald. grounds
preparatory to planting their former homes and given a to be written by the pupils and mailthe state perhaps they do not know sympathy. Estancia
shrubs
and trees months', pay in advance.
ornamental
grass,
Deming ed to their teachers at the end of
what to expect of a pinto bean, in
before turning it over.
is to be made a base hospital and the week. This looks like a very
STATE
GOLDEN
SHAMES
THE
which case to have an inspector may
that will afford partial use for the good plan under the circumstances.
be all right, but here in Santa Fe,
I. W. W. bom-bis- t,
many buildings composing the canthe
Tom
CURRY
Mooney,
or over in Torrance, or down along
The progressive people of Portales
tonment at that point.
has had his death sentence comthe Rio Grande, no bean inspector
have requested the government to
would be able to add anything to the muted to life imprisonment by Gov- Hart Buys Sheep
purchase a large amount of public
and all
M'KINLEY
land near that city and allot same
pinto bean as it is and it is equally ernor Stephens of California,
Charley Hart has been here this
country are week
certain that none of them could re- the red flaggers in the
Clovisi receiving 1,600 head
from
to the returning soldiers on long)
a
won
have
victory.
move any of its more noticeable jubilant they
of sheep which were bought from
Fort Wingate is to be put into time payments. 1 hi will enable the
Wilson
President
urged
strongly
characteristic.
The use
J. A. W. Bell of Buchanan.
immediately as an ordn- - returning boys who desire to farm
Stephens to commute sheep arrived Sunday and consider- ance again
So tha State Record convinced Governor
depot and fifty large store to start their preparation immediatefell
he
and
death
sentence,
Mooney's
bean
that this new
able difficulty has been experienced houses are to be constructed at once, ly to produce a crop next year with- inspection job
ia 'a mar sinecure and will not for it, much to the shame of the in getting them out on the Hart A force of 350 men and officers will out waiting the several years which
Golden State. Exchange.
si not any bean quality.
ranch south of town, on account of be stationed at the fort to guard the government will consume in
the severe cold weather and snow. and care for the ordnance supplies draining swamps and building
is perfectly
True
PEACE WATCH WANTED
Melrose Messenger.
to be stored there. Gallup Herald.
consistent with true modesty. He
beand
The Constitution provides that tha who knows his own power
G. B. Coffin and son Virgil were Coyote Trapping Starts Doe. IS
TORRANCE
President shall, by and with the ad lieves in it, will be likely to know in Clovis Tuesday hauling out seed
The deadly coyote is about to meet
vice and coasent of the Sonata, make also its limit; and we usually find wheat to their farm near Grady. his Waterloo. The government has
treaties. Although the President has that the boasting and assumption Messrs. Coffin worked in the Texas decided to send some expert trap Beans and Mora Beans
eVemed it best not ta seek tha
are so offensive to good taste, oil fields until a few weeks ago and pers into McKinley county to go J. S. Wisdom raised 12,000 pounds
'
vie of tha Senate or any of its proceed rather from a desire to
did not get in their wheat in the after the coyotes. Many thousands of beans this year, which is considthat fact does aot relieve press others with an exalted opin-th- e early fall but now they have a splen of sheep are lost every year on ac- ered pretty good for a dry season.
Seaate of the responsibility rest- - ion of self than from any dignified did season. They intend to still put count of coyotes, and the loss runs J. B. Bnckner's bean crop wafc not
so good, the total yield was about
tng npon it in tha ratification of and well grounded self reliance-thit in. They say they have known into thousands ot dollars a year.
treaty, which mast be bv a two- wheat sown in February here to Through the efforts of the coun- 4,000 pounds just half of what he
thirds vote. The Senate, aot having f Feller kicking the other day; said make 27 bushels per acre. Clovis ty Agricultural Agent this county would have made if rain had come
boon consulted in any way ia ad- - t'was funny neither one of the town's News.
was placed in the district to be work earlier in the spring.
The Isbell Bean Elevator Co. purvaaca, should sand a committee to printers had caught the "flu" and
ed thus winter, and tne trappers are
view of 'expressed the opinion that we were
to start about December IS. Local chased beans this week from the
Enropa to gat a first-han- d
BACA
DE
above named gentlemen, and also
the situation so that the treaty may both to onery to get. Mistake, mis-b- e
trappers are asked to help out in from
the following:
acted upon intelligently whoa it ter. We are both too derned poor
rid of this pest which is dogetting
of
the State ing so much damage. The furs bring B. R. Dodson, 4.000 pounds.
ceases before tha Senate for confirm- - to afford it only our subscribers
Engineer McBeth,
D. Connell, 3700 pounds.
W.
Fe.
Sumoffice.
arrived
Santa
aBoav.
Engineer's
ican afford that luxury. Fort
a neat sum and it will pay any trapR. W. Davis. 500 pounds.
last week, to supervise the building per to spend his time at it this
ner Leader.
J. Bermodee, 800 pounds.
of the concrete spillway across AlaTHROUGH THEORY'S SPECS
Willard Record.
Perseverance is one of the primi- - mogordo arroyo. on the new Fort
Rosa highway. Fort
la oao New England towa it is tive impulses of the human heart .Sumner-Sant- a
K0RA
B.
Bnckner and other stockJ.
repoited that MM textile workers one of the indivisible primary facul-wcr- o Sumner Leader.
men south of town are making good
thrown out of employment ties which gives direction to the
N. L. Button of Solano, drove in use of bear grata during the snowy
The Valley farmers will start rewhoa tha government cancelled Its character of Man.
pick up
contract for woolen good, la order
pairing the dam as soon as the from Sorineer Wednesday with hi: weather when cattle cannot
He made the gran from under the snow. Mr.
weather permits. This work is ex new "Forbson" tractor.
to find out what ahonld he dona, tha A happy life is like neither a
sent a college profes- -, ing torrent nor a stagnant pool, but pected to cost about f 1,200 to $1,500. the drive of 40 miles at an average Bnckner pulls roots and all then
aar ta atady the situation. Croat a placid and crystal stream that Rock is being quarried and other speed of 4 miles an hour and came chops it tip fine and feeds it to the
material being put on the ground. into town in mud that stalls some cattle, which take to it like .a cat
flows
and smoothly along.
assagicians, these eoDaga
:1

be
done
But he with a chuckle replied
That "maybe it couldn't" but he
would be one
Who wouldn't say no till he'd tried.
So he buckled right in with the trace
of a grin
On his face. If he worried he hid it
He started to sing as he tackled the
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Forty United Profit Sharing Coupons (2 coup
denomination, 20) are packed in every case.
Exchangeablcfor valuable premiums.
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Tho Important Prot!:m
Every Fur Shipper Must Solve
to be Successful

aie sepslslne nrtee flats and ether literal me (no hmw 4lffMn OU
'claiming to pay the highest
prices, etc, etc This makes it difficult far yon to choose
...
of
Fur Home
a wrane auess mav mean dollar

your
and
out
vonr iwlw
Vm,
great cart and caution ia choosing' the Fur House to whom yoa are sains to entrust yeer
1 1
' r
catch ot Fur bearers, y
Una Irr aisHm "TlBashsil" a lilsl
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I" has

been paring Far shipper

roe take no risk. "TW Sh.Pert Caaraataa'pretacts yea soielutily. A trial Mill
yoa. Get a shipment eg TODAY.
Write far W Hhssail ! I 1." a crrmplete Far Market Report
east Pries List issard at every chance la the Far Market.
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eontalnlnc 180.00 aeraa, of which NM0 Byi. Bee. I; All of Beetlona T, S. I, 10, II,
aeraa ware electee: tor we Banta re ana 11. II,
if, II. it. ill All of crrae.1 Baa- Grant County Railroad Bond Fund, The tlona II, M, Si, 11, 11, 14; T. M, ft,, R.
BBtf. Bee.
Improvements oonalat of fanelnc, value 14 W., EyiNW), NEM8WM,

l.

HEW MEXICO STATE LAMP SALES

1101.0ft,

BWJ48EM., Bee. 11; 8EJ48WM, BWM
BEI4. Sao. 11; NwltSBM, NM8WM. Bee.
Bee.
IT; 11; NWtfNEtf. NEXNWJ4, Bee 14; WM.
8WK8W14,
NW14 W44NEU. BEUNEle.
BWKBBU. Bee.
WMNWH.
; Lots
See.
T. N BWit, Bee. 10; T. IT 8. R. II W eemtaln- - 1. 1, SEtfNW. 8KNEK. NEtfNEtf. SO.
All of Beetfaa
fat No.
.
xoo.uo
lna?
c
nr
wn&en
ume
uncL-ian.no
ctemu
tuM.
11
uciicuri,
&. R.
W.. oontatnli,IU.M
BWMNEmT' SEMKwJt
were selected for the Santa Fe and Grant nekReW. Bee.
There are no Iroproramenta on thla
County Railroad Bond Fund. There are NWjiSWtf. BK8EM. Bee.
BKSWuj, Sea
no
;
10
oa
thai
tract.
sol No. 1191
WM,
improvements
NKSWK, NWUHEtf. 8EI4BEM.
NmUffW., IWUIWU,
Bee
See.
All ot Bee II; BEMNEM. WM
WViBKH. Booth 11; WfcNE.
Sal No. 1151
BHNBH. KHNWH. NEJ4, WM, 8 EM, Bee IT; NMNEM, 8EM
section II ;
N B.. H.
W., oonta
ln M0.00 aeraa. aelactad (or the) Banta Sea 24; T. IT 8.. R. 14 W., containing NEK, EMWM. Lots 2, I, Bsc IS; Lot ft,
1(0.00 acres, selected for th Santa Ft) and NEMNWM. BWMNEM. Bee
Fa and Grant County Railroad B
NMNEM.
Fund. The Improvement oonalat of fane Grant County Railroad Bond Fund, The Bee 10; NWMNWM. Bee
T. M ..
consist
value
of
Improvements
15
R.
value
fencing,
17,114.45
of
acres,
flTt.00.
W.,
containing
ins,
175.00.
which 10,547.84 acres wars elected for
Sale No. 1240 EX. SWtf. Bee. 11; NK,
the Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad
Sol Vo. 1251
NH. Bsc II; 8WH Bond Fund. Th Improvements oonslst
ho.
SEltNWU, Bee, 16; EttNWU, NB1&8WU NW!4, See. 14; T. IT 8., & 11 W contain. of Wells, tanks, and fencing, value
There are no ImproveBee. 16; T. M B, R. 10 W contalnlnc Ing 260.00 acres.
10.000,00.
1010.00 acres.
There are no improve-- ments on thla tract.
No bid oa the sbove deecribed tracts will
traet
Wo.
1154
Sal
EV.8EU. Bee. IT; be accepted for less than THREE DOLLARS
Bee
(13.00) per acre, which ie the apEHNEM.
20;
1241
Sato No.
8W1NW1,
EKSEX, See. 14; SWM SEKNEK,
value thereof, and ia addition thereto
8E14. BE.8WK. See. 14; T. 11 8.. R. I. NWMSW. Sec 21; T. IT 8., R. 1! W., praised
the
successful
must pay for the im280.00
seres, selected for the provements thatbidder
W.. containing 140.00 acres. There are no containing
exiat oa the land.
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rOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

rUBUC

LAND

SALE

I;

SIERRA COUNTY
tbi Commlssioaer el Pablic
Lsads,
Santa Ft, New afesioa.
Notice l( hereby givea thst eursusat to
tee provisions 01 aa Act ot umirii, so
Office

30th, 1910. the lawt of the
New Meaieo aad the ru lee end
relatione of the State Lend Office, the
Commissioner ,of Public Land will offer
at public eel to
highest bidder at

roved June

thel

t

lttt

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

o'clock P. U.. on Tuesday, January 14th,

JTe.

Mil

II;

BE.

ma
trad

I;

t;

li;

t.

II;

tit

n.eE, bwb, bbbw,

n;

u

Sierra, Stato of New Mexico, In front of
too court bouse therein tn following? o
oaribad tractt of land, via. :
on thla tract.
8EUNWM. 80. 14; T. improvements
Bsl No. 1111

an annual rental of I1M.N per
State of New Mexico, if the saeeslsra
ALIAS SUMMON- Sbidder does sot caecst
a soatrsrt wiibts
for said lands, bees will be
State of New Mexico,
days sfter it ha besa Bulled
substantial confomlty with form of oil and thirty
him by the Stste Lead Office, said eaa
sua lease on file in the office of the Com-- I; tract
to provide thst la surchaear saa) County of Ssata F,
missions of Public Landa, copy of which

on application.
will be furnished
time of bidding the successful bidder will
be required to pay the Commissioner of
Publlo Landa the amount of the first
year'a rental offered, the cost of advertising and expenses Incidental iherrto.
Possession will be glvsji as soon as eon-tra- ct
of lease Is executed by the successful bidder, which muat be within tblity
day from data of bid In oilor to avoid
forfeiture of rights and all moneys paid.
WITNESS my hand and the official seal
of the State Land Office of the State of
New Mexico, this twenty-thir- d
day of,
uctoDer, mi,

at hi optioa sss aaysseate of sot lea,
thsa ose thirtictb of aiaety-flv- e
per ceai
of the purchase price at aey time aftei
the sale sad prior to the expiration
i
thirty years from th dste of th coa
tract aad to provide for th psysseat oi
any unpaid bslsacs st th
espirat'ia e
imny years irons tne oat oi tec com
tract with inlerest ea deferred payaseali
at the rat of four per ceat per taaast
payable ia advance oa th
v
aaiersry
the date of the contract, partial
payacao
io vc crcauca am ins aaaiverssry C4 to
dste of the contract seat followiaf th
date of tendtr.

The shove ssle of lead will be aaeleci
to valid existing right, eaessseats, rights
oi wsy saa reservation.

The Commissioner of Pablic Lead et
FRED afrjLLER,
hia
holding such ssle reserves the
Stats of right agent
to reject say aad sll bide offeree

Commissioner of Publlo Lands,
New Mexico,
First Publication Nor. 1, 1118.
Last Publication, Jan. 10, 1919.

st said ssle.

I
!

Posseaaioa uoder coatract
of sal
foi
mc idovc ucscrioee irscts wiu o gives
October lat-- lOto.

on or before

COURT

DISTRICT

)
)

ANN RUSSELL BURNS,

risiatui.

No. 9KB
VS.

BURNS.
Defendant.
In the Diatrict Court of the First ludteial
Diatrict of New Mexico for the County of
Santa Fe.
The said defendant Richard J. Burns, la
hereby notified that s complaint has bees
filed against him in the District Court for
the County of Saata Fe, Ststs aforesaid,
that being the Court ia which ssid esse
is peading, by said plaintiff Ann Rusaell
Burna, the general object of aaid action
being to obtain decree of divorce as will
more fully appear by reierence to the complaint filed in aaid cause. And that unless
you enter your appearance in aaid cauac on
or before the Fifth day of February, 1919.
judgment will be rendered against you in
said cause by default.
Plaintiff's attorney
is C. C Catron, whoac
addrcas
is Santa Fe, N. If.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set
my hand and Seal of aaid
Court st Sania Fe, New Mexico, this 9th day of December, A. D. 1918.
(SEAL)
T. C de Baca.
County Clerk.
First Publication Dee 13. 1Q1X.
Last Publication Jan. 1, 1919.
RICHARD

T.

Witness my haad sad the effictel ses
Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
of the Stste Lsnd Office of the State
The Improvements
Fund.
consist of
Sal We. 1174 All of Bee If; T. II 8..
New Mexico, this fifteenth day of Novem
acres.
40.00
C
R.
W..
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION
bouse
containing;
and fencing, value 1150.00.
Sal No. 1242
a,
R. I W.. containing 140.00 acres. The
SEX, S54NEJ4, EM
ber, 1918.
The Improvement oonalat of ditch and sWfc, See. 14; T 21 8., R. I W.. contain-- f
Improvements oonslst of fencing, value
OIL AND OAS LEASE OF PUBLIC
Sal Wo. 1255
Sec 1; BE 14, Ntt 1408.35.
line 120.00 acre selected for the Santa F
FRED MU1.LER,
racing, value 150.00.
No bid on the above described
LANDS
Grant Count Rroad Bond Fund. 8W14. Sec 4; Lot 1, NEKBEU. Bee. I; tract of land will be accepted for less than
Commissioner of Public Lsode ol th
Lot I RIUSWU
Bob vo 1027
T. 18 S.. R. 11 W., containing 68I.TS acres. 110.00
of New Mraic.
State
.
acre.
per
QUAY COUNTT
There are no Improvements on this tract.
First Publication Nov. IS, lull.
"1.
Bee. 10;
S14BW. Bee. 14; BW
Last
1919.
Publication
Each of the above described
24,
Jas.
tracts will Office of the Commissioner of Public
Sal No. 1251 SEKSEU. Bee 1: NEU ie olfered for sale separately.
Lands.
Boo. lis
11; All of Section 16;
,
u0.00 acree selected NE14, Sec T; T. 18 8., R. 18 W., conw.,
BE,
contaning
above sale of land will be subject
4
8W14NW. See. 22 ; tot
NNEK. NHNW.
Santa. Fe and Grant County Rail-- taining 80.00 acres selected for the Santa oThe
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Santa Fe New Mexico.
the following terms and conditions, vis.:
Bond
14; 8., R. 1 W., containing
road Bond Fund The improvemonU con Fe and Grant County Railroad
PERSONAL
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
acres, of which 480.00 acre were selected sl8t 0( tenclng and M acrei cleared, value Fund. There are no Improvements on Except for land selected for the Santa Notice I hereby given that pursuant to
this tract
Fe ana Grant County Railroad Bond Fund, the provisions of an Act of
lor uiv Dt&iiua r kiiu unni wniui mu- S336.00,
MARRY IF SI.VCI.E for sure mitiui he..
Congress apPUBLIC LAND SALE .
roaa xsona i unu. nie improTemiiiia u
'he successful bidder must pay .to the proved
June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
largest in the Country established U yeara
Sale
1257
No.
Commissioner
of Public Lands or his agent
Sec
NWti.
SHSW14,
fat of a house, value 1100.00.
Sal No. 1244
See.
25
I;
SWU.
R.
15; T.
i nuu!4iiii
State
of
New
iionoranie
rules
weauny meiuDers
and
and
Mexico,
reguTORRANCE
such
T
COUNTY
of the
sale,
SWK. Sec 18; T. 19 8.. nolding
R. 10 W.. containing 160.00 acres selected NHSWK. Sec
Wishing Kitrlv tnarridi"-- . hoh ex. Strietlv
price offered by him for the lsnd, four lations of the State Land Office, the ComLota 1, 1, 1, 8HNWK, for the Santa
Sal No. 1228
Confidential list free. T' c Old K liable ( lull
and Grant County Rail. R. 13 W EUSEK, Sec 12; T. 19 8., R. per
Fe
ot
e
Office
in
missioner
of
for
cent
interest
Public
the
advance
Commissioner
the
offer
will
Lands
for
of Pabli. lii Madison, Oakland, Calif. N
.
14 W., containing 114.44 acres of which
8WK. 8USEK. Sec, 6; All of Sections S. ,rnaA RnnH R,,na Th.
of auch purchase price, fees for ad lease for the mining for, and extraction
Lands,
. fen.. -- ,, .laarl- 4. T. 15 S., R, 1 W., containing 1740.67. -torn nn 634.44 acres were selected for the Santa vertising- and appraisement and all costs of oil and
Santa Fe, New Mexico. VtH K
gas, at public auction to the
Fe and Grant County
Send
acres. The Improvements consist of well.
Railroad
Bond incidental to the sale herein, each ana all
dime,
FlTlRh
KikhTol.I):
Notice ia hereby
that purauant to
or trutliiul; reliable,
amounta must be drposited in cash highest bidder at ten o'clock. A. M., Jan- the provisions of angiven
and fencing, value 1350.00.
Act of Congress, sp agi. liirthdate
Safe No. 1245
GWK, Sec. 4; T. 26 8., Fund. The Improvements consist of fenc if said
1U19, In the town of Tucum-car- i,
14th.
P
O.
uary
trial
the
certified
reailina
of
Haunt,
at
time
sale
it
exchange
ii.,l
proved June 20th, 1910, the laws of tlir
R. 10 W., containing 160.00 acres selected ing, value 8225.00.
nd which said amounta and all of them
County of Quay, State of New Mex- Stale ot New Mexico and the rules and Box, 1408. Los Angtl,.-- , fa!. No. M-ZSole No. 1229
SM. See. 8 ; WH, Bee. for the Santa
Fe and Grant County Rail'
In front of the court house therein, regulations of the Stale Land
ico,
of
forfeiture
the
State
to
to
ire
subject
the
Office,
Bale No. 1258 NWIi. Sec 30; T. 19 8. Mew
Bond Fund. There are no Improve-Be- e.
Mexico, if the successful bidder docs the following described landa,
Commissioner
of Public
&JLiH,iLS,iro1'1
Lands will offer A1AKKY Thousands lonely, r- normal memR. 14 W., containing 163.53 acres selected not execute
22;
a contract within thirty days
traet
menU on
s
at puldic sale to the highest bidder at bers, worth $5fi,(Xll up, wili marry.
for the Santa Fe and Grant County Rail after it has been mailed to him
10
NH NH. Sec. 26; SWHSWU. SSE14.
L-A.
on
by the
Khh.
o'clock,
M.,
Sale No. 6
Kalph Uyde, San Fran-iseoTuesday, February
NJ4, SWM, NWM 8EM.
Land Office, said contract to proBee. l; SE14NEK, EASE, Sec. 12; EM
Cal.-- No.
11th, l'HM, in the town of Estanria,
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color that rose and fell, her soft, round
body.
"You bave no reason to believe that
she has looked elsewhere?"
"None, sire," said the chancellor
stoutly.
By late afternoon all was arranged,
papers signed and witnessed, and the
two signatures affixed, the one small
and cramped a soldier's hand; the
other bold and flowing the scrawl of
a king. And Hedwlg, save for the ceremony, was the bride of Karl of Karnia.
It was then that the chancellor rose
and stretched his legs. "And now.
sire," be said, "since we are friends
and no longer enemies, you will, I
know, release that mad boy of mine."
"When do you start back?"
"Within an hour."
"Before thnt time," said Karl, "you
shall have lilm, chancellor."
And with that Mettllch was forced
to be content. He trusted Knrl no

Long Live the King
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By MARY ROBERTS RINEHART
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He was well around the curve, and they had rescued be brought in. The
the cliff was broken by a wedge of chancellor was not for losing him just
A
TOTHEDWIG IS OFFERED AS
SACRIFICE TO SAVE THE
timber, when a curiously shaped ob- yet He took a room for him at the
projected Itself over the edge of inn, and rather cavalierly locked him
ject
TERING KINGDOM OF LIVONIA.
the bank, and rolling down, lay almost in It
at his feet. The lamps brought It into
The chancellor sipped hot milk and
sharp relief a man, gagged and tied, considered. Nikky Larisch a prisoner
crown
Tho
William
Ferdinand
Otto,
of
Livonia,
and rolled, cigar shaped, in an auto in Karl's hands caused htm less
prince
Synopsis.
tea years old, taken to the opera by his aunt, tires of the singing and
mobile robe.
anxiety than It would have a month
to
of
the
the
makes
where
he
ISobby
slips away
The chancellor turned, and called to before. But what was behind it all)
park,
acquaintance
he
a
to
the
at
American
little
night,
boy. Returning
his men. Then be bent over the bun
Thorpe,
palace
At a little before Ave the man outfinds everything In an uproar as a result of the search which has been
dle. The others ran up, and cut the side the prisoner's door heard sometho
to
consult
made for him. The same night the chancellor calls
bonds. What with cold and long In- thing Inside the room. He glunced lu.
boy's grandfather, the old king, who Is very 111. The chancellor sugaction, and his recent drop over the All was quiet
The prisoner slept
gests that to preserve the kingdom, tho friendship of the neighboring
bank, the man could not speak. One heavily, genuine sleep. There was no
marIn
of the secret service men had a flask, mistaking It the sleep of a man warm
kingdom of Knrnia be secured by giving the Princess Hedwlg
and held it to his lips. An amazing after long cold and exhaustion, weary
riage to King Karl of that country. Countess Loschek,
to Princess Aununciutn, Ilcdwig's mother, Is in love with King Karl
situation, indeed. Increased by the dis- after violent effort The agent went
and plots to prevent his marriage to Iledwig. lledwlg, who loves
covery that under the robe he wore out again, and locked the door behind
Nikky I. urine!), Otto's aid de curnp. Is dismayed when told of tho pluns
only his undergarments, with a sol him.
for her marriuge. Countess Loschek sends a secret message to King
dier's tunic wrapped around his shout
And as the door closed, a trap door
Karl. The messenger Is attacked by agents of tho terrorists and a
ders. They carried him into the car from the kitchen below opened softly
where he lay with head lolling bnck, under the sleeping man's bed. With
dummy letter substituted. Captuln Larisch, unaware of tho substltu-Hon- ,
holds up Kurt's chauffeur und secures tho envelope. The captuln
and his swollen tongue protruding. great caution came the landlord, head
Half deud he was, with cold and long first then shoulders. The space was
Impersonates Karl's chauffeur and exchanges the sheet within tho
envelope for some elguretlo papers. On delivering the envelope to
anxiety. The brandy cleared bis mind cramped. He crawled up, like a snake
Karl, Larisch Is made prisoner when the deception is discovered.
long before he could speak, and be out of a hole, and ducked behind the
saw by the uniforms that be was in curtains of the bed. All was still quiet,
the hands of the enemy. He turned save that the man outside struck a
CHAPTER VII Continued.
making. You, nnd you only, know how Rulklly silent then, convinced that he match and lighted a pipe.
much. But nothing that you have snid hud escaped one death but to meet an
Half an hour later, the chancellor's
hours now he had prisoner, still stiff and weak, was mak
The archduchess was terrified, fine can change the situation. I am merely other. Twenty-fou- r
known that there was disaffection compelled to muke the decision alone, faced eternity, and he was ready,
ing his way toward the hunting lodge.
Ead
He preferred, however, to die fully
Kaiser saw him first, and found the
She knew that !n the last few and soon. I have not much time.'
So, after all, was the matter of the clothed, and when, in response to his story unenllghtening.
Nor could Karl,
years precautions nt the palace had
peea Increased. Sentries were doubled, Duchess Hedwig's marriage arranged, pointing up the bank and to his In roused by a terrified valet make much
secret more of It When the man had gone,
jftfen lu the uniforms of lackeys, but a composite outgrowth of expediency articulate mouthlngs, one of the
jdolnf no labor, were everywhere. But and obstinacy, of defiance and unger. police exnmlned the bit of woodland Karl lay back among his pillows and
And so was it hastened.
with his pocket flash, he found a pair eyed his agent
wit tine and safety she had felt
Irritation gave the king strength. of trousers where Nikky bad left them,
So Mettllch is here!" he said. "A
"Ot course," tho king resumed, That afternoon were summoned In neatly folded and hung over the branch hasty Journey. They must be eager."
'"things are not as bad ns that paper haste the members of bis council fat of a tree. The brandy being supple
"They must be in trouble," Kaiser
(indicates. It Is the voice of the few, old Frlese, young Marschall with the mented by hot coffee from a patent bot observed dryly. And on that uncoman
made
man
revived
the
austere
the
with
tle,
further,
rather than the many. Still, it is a rat fuce,
Bayerl
plimentary comment King Karl slept,
white skin and burning eyes, and otli effort, and sat up. His tongue was his face drawn Into a weary smile.
voice,"
out
what
made
still
but
to
them all the king dls
swollen,
they
But he received the chancellor of
Anminclnta looked more than her ago ers. And
"I Want That Letter."
now. She glanced uround the room closed his royal will. There was some he said. He had been there since the Livonia cordially the next morning, gowas
and
He
of Karnia,
demur. But, after all, the king's will night before.
ing himself to the lodge doorstep to more now than he ever had. But he
was dominant. Frlese could but voice a king's messenger.
meet his visitor, and there shaking made his adieus with no hint of trouhis protest and relapse Into greasy
"I wns coming back from the bar hands with him.
ble In his face.
'I am greatly honored, excellency,"
silence.
rier," he said thickly, "where I bad
Karl stood for a moment In the open
The chancellor sat silent daring the carried dispatches to the officer In he said, with his twisted
air. It was done, then, and well done.
"And I, sire."
conclave, silent, but Intent. On ench charge. On my return a man hailed
It was bard to realize. He turned to
But the chancellor watched him the west where for so long behind the
speaker he turned his eyes, and waited me from the side of the road, near
until at lust Karl's proposal, with its where you found me. I thought that from under his shaggy brows. The mountains had lurked an enemy. A
promises, was laid before them In full he desired to be taken on, and stopped messenger had escaped. By now Karl new era was opening; peace, disarmaThen, and only then, the chancellor my car. But he attacked me. He was knew the story, knew of his midnight ment, a quiet nnd prosperous land. He
rose. His speech wns short. He told armed and I was not He knocked me ride over the mountains, and the baste had spent his years of war and women.
them of what they all knew, their own senseless, and when I awakened I wns It Indicated.
That was over.
Karl himself led the way to his
Insecurity. He spoke but a word of above the road, among trees. I gave
When he returned to the study the
the crown prince, but that softly. And myself up when the snow commenced. study, ignoring the chamberlain, and agent Kaiser was already there. But
enter.
stood
Few
heard
aside
Mettllch
to
this
let
I
But
a
he drew for them
way.
your
pass
picture of the
Karl, big with plans for the future,
future that set their hearts to glowing car coming and made a desperate ef- Then he followed and closed the door. would have been alone, and eyed the
Is
a
have
fort."
It
since
time
u throne secure, a greuter kingdom,
you
long
agent with disfavor.
"Then," asked one of the agents, honored Karnia with a visit," Karl obfreedom from the costs of war, a bur- "Well?" he demanded.
not
served.
these are
"Will you sit down?"
your clothes?"
bor by the sea.
"We have been able to search the
Karl himself did not sit He stood chancellor's rooms, sire," the agent
"They are bis, sir."
The battle, which was no buttle at
arm
The agent produced a flash light and negligently beside the mantel, an
all, wus won. He bud won. The counsnld, "for the articles mentioned last
night a card case, gloves, add n silk
try had won. The crown prince hnd Inspected the garments. Before the stretched along It
"Not since the battle of the Ar, handkerchief, belonging to the prisAnd chancellor's eyes, button by button,
won.
Only Lledwlg had lost.
only Mettllch knew just how she had strap on the sleeve, star on the cuff, sire," replied the chancellor dryly. He oner upstairs. He is Captain Larisch,
came Into view the uniform of a cap- had beaded an army of Invasion then.
to the crown prince of
lost.
Karl smiled. "I hope that now your Livonia."
The necessity for work brought the tain of his own regiment, the twaa-dierThen one of his own men had errand Is more peaceful."
He had expected Karl to be Im
king the strength to do it. Mettllch
For answer the chancellor opened a pressed. But Karl only looked at him.
Boxes were done this Infamous thing, one of his
remained with him.
portfolio he carried, and fumbled I know thnt," he said coldly. "You
brought from vaults, unlocked and ex- own officers, Indeed.
'Go through the pockets," he or among Its papers. But, having found are
amined. Secretaries came and went.
always just a little late with your
the right one, be held It without open- information. Kaiser."
At eight o'clock a frugal dinner was dered sternly.
Came Into view under the flash a ing It "Before we come to that, sire.
spreud in the study, nnd they ate it
Something like malice showed In the
almost literully over state documents. pair of gloves, a box of matches, a silk you bave here, I believe, detained for agent's face. "Then you also know.
On and on, until midnight or there- handkerchief, a card case. The agent some strange reason, a Captain Lar sire, that It Is this Captain Larisch
be paused for ef- with whom rumor couples the name of
abouts. Then they stopped. The thing said nothing, but passed a card to the isch,
wus urrauged. Nothing was left now chancellor, who read it without com- fect "to his royal highness, the crown the Princess Hedwlg." He stepped back
ment.
but to carry the word to Karl.
prince of Livonia."
pace or two at sight of Karl's face.
There was silence in the car.
"I Will Go Myself."
Two things were necessary: Haste.
You requested such Information, sire."
Karl glanced up quickly. "Perhaps,
"This
stirred.
chancellor
At last the
The king, having determined It, would
For answer, Knrl pointed to the door.
If you will describe this gentleas though, already, she heard the mob
lose no time. And dignity. The grand- man he took your car onr'
man "
For some time after he had dis
at the doors.
No
Yes.
And he has not returned.
daughter of the king must be offered
'Nonsense," said the chancellor test missed the agent, Karl paced his
'"To return to the matter of
with ceremony. No ordinary king's other machine has passed."
ily. "You have him. We bave traced library alone. Kaiser brought no unmarriage," suld the king. "I " messenger, then, but some dignitary of
The secret service men exchanged him here. Although by what authority verified information.
Therefore the
"Marriage ! When our very lives are the court.
glances. There was more to this than you hold him I fall to understand. I thing was true. Therefore he had bad
(threatened I"
Somewhere ahead, then, am here to And out what you have his enemy in his hand, and now was
To this emergency Mettllch rose like appeared.
"I would be greutly honored," suld the
old warrior and stntesmnn was Nikky Larisch, with a motor that done with him."
pledged to let him go. For a time,
the king, "if I might be permitted to thntdoughty
he was. "If you are willing, sire," did not belong to him, and wearing
"Done with him?" echoed Karl. "If then, Karl paid the penalty of many
finish what I wns saying."
he sidd, as he rose, "I will go myself." clothing which bis victim described as as Captain Larisch you refer to a mad- misdeeds. His triumph was ashes In
She had the grace to flush.
"When?"
a chauffeur's coat of leather, breeches man who the night before last "
his mouth.
the
"Under
the circumstances,"
"Since It must be done, the sooner and puttees, and a fur greatcoat over
What if this boy, Infatuated with
"I do, sire. Madman is the word."
king resumed, "Hedwig's marriage the better. Tonight, sire."
all.
Is a prisoner," Karl said, In a Hedwlg, had hidden somewhere on the
"He
takes on gratt significance great po"To the capital?"
"Had the snow commenced when new tone, stern enough now. "He as- road Olga Loschek's letter? What
litical significance."
"Not so far. Karl is hunting. He is this happened?"
saulted and robbed one of my men. then, If he recovered it and took It to
r
For a
then, he talked to nt Wedeling."
"Not then, sir. Shortly after."
He stole certain documents. That he Hedwlg? What If
her. More thun for yenrs, he unHe went almost Immediately, and
"Go out with the driver," the has not suffered for It
was beBut at last he sent for the prisoner
bosomed himself. He had tried. Ills the king summoned bis valets, and was chancellor ordered one of bis men, cause well, because Ialready
believed that
and waited for him with both
ministers bad tried. Taxes had been got to bed. But long after the auto- "and watch the road for the tracks of the unfortunate distrust between your upstairs, and fear in bis
eyes.
jealousy
of
the
the
se
two
mobile containing Mettllch nnd
lightened;
representation
another car. Go slowly."
Five minutes later Nikky Larisch
country and mine, excellency, was
us
he
he
on
suid,
cret agents was
the road toward
people Increased, until,
So it was that, after an hour or so, about to end."
was ushered Into the red study, and
was only nominally a ruler. Iiut dis- the mountains, be tossed on his nar they picked up NIkky's trail, now
A threat that undoubtedly. Let the having bowed, an Insolent young bow
content remained. Some w ho had gone row bed. To what straits had they twenty-fou- r
hours old but still clear,
between Karnia and Li- at that stood and eyed the king.
to America and returned with savings come indeed! He closed his eyes and followed it The chancellor was arrangement
vonia be made, with Hedwlg to aeal
"I bave sent for you to release you,"
busiin
enough to set themselves up
wearily. Something had gone out of
the bargain, and Nikky was safe said KarL
ness, had brought buck with them the his life. He did not realize at first
enough. But let Livonia demand too
Nikky drew a long breath. "I am
American Idea.
what It was. When he did, he smiled
much, or not agree at all, and Nikky grateful, sire."
Annunciata listened to the end. She his old grim smile In the darkness.
was lost Thus did Nikky Larisch play
"You have been Interceded for by
ne had lost a foe. More than any
ifelt no, pity for those who would bet
his small part in the game of nations. the chancellor of Livonia, General
ter themselves by discontent and its thing, perhaps, he had dearly loved a
"Suppose," said Karl unctuously, Mettllch, who has Just gone."
product, revolt. She felt only resent-ment- , foe.
"that we discuss first another more Im- ' Nikky bowed.
that her peace was being threat
Karl fixed him with cold eyes. "But
portant matter. I confess to a certain
CHAPTER VIII.
ened, her position assailed. And in
before you take leave of us," be said
impatience." He bowed slightly.
her resentment she Included the king
The chancellor hesitated. Then he Ironically, "I should like the true story
On the Mountain Read.
himself. He should have done better.
which
car
the
thoughtfully at the paper In of the night before last Somehow,
low
The
glanced
cajried
gray
And something of this she did not
his hand.
somewhere, s letter Intended for me
was on its way throujh the
chancellor
hesitate to say. "Kurnia is quiet mountains. It moved
a long luncheon, the two was exchanged for a blank paper. I
for
Through
deliberately,
enough," she finished, a final thrust
alone and even the servants dis- want that letter."
two reasons. First, the chancellor was
'
"Karnia is better off. A lowland, afraid of motors.
"I know no more than you, sire.
He bad a horseman's
missed, through a longer afternoon,
But a spot hatred and fear of machines.
knost of it, and fertile."
negotiations went on. Mettllch fought It Is not reasonable that I would have
Second,
of color showed In his old cheeks. "I he was not of a mind to ronse King
hard on some points, only to meet de- taken .the risk I took for an envelope
lam glad you spoke of Karnia. What
Karl from a
feat Karl stood firm. The great fort- containing nothing."
sleep, even to bring
ever plans we make, Karnia must be the hand of night's
resses on the border must hereafter
"For that matter," said his majesty,
the Princess Hedwlg. His
(considered."
contain only nominal garrisons. For "there was nothing reasonable about
intention was to put up at some ton
the seaport strip he had almost dou- anything you did 1"
"Why? Karnia does not consider In a village not far from the lodge and
And now Karl played his trump card,
bled his price. The railroad most be
to reach Karl by messenger early In
He raised bis hand.
Ton are the morning, before the hunters left
completed within two years.
played It with watchful eyes on NIkWrong. Just now, Karnia la doing us for the day.
"The Princess Hedwlg," Karl said ky's face. He would see If report
he honor of asking an alliance with
suddenly. "She has been told, of spoke the truth, If this blue-eye-d
boy
Then, all being prepared duly and In
A matrimonial alliance."
was In love with Hedwlg. He was a
course?"
order, Mettllch himself would arrive,
I
"Not officially. She knows, how- Jealous man, this Karl of the cold
The archduchess was hardly sur- and things would go forward with
ever."
eyes, jealous and passionate. Not as n
prised, aa one may believe. But she dignity and dispatch.
"How does she regard ltT
The valley of the Ar deepened. The
king, then, watching a humble soldier
(was not minded to yield too easily.
(The old resentment against her father cliff rose above them, a wall broken
"Like of Livonia, but as man to man, he
The chancellor hesitated.
most young women, she woald prefer gased at Nikky.
named. Indifferent mother though she here and there by the offtake of nar(was, ahe made capital of a fear for row ravines, filled with forest trees.
Tor fear that loyalty keeps you
making her own choice. But that"
he added hastily, "Is but a whim. She silent I may say to you that the old
There was a pause while the chains
Hedwig's happiness.
Into
Car.
Carried
hint
the
They
amiable
nnd
Is a lovable
girl. When troubles between Karnia and Livonia
last she succeeded in irritating on the rear wheels were supplemented
UAt
king a more difficult thing now by others In front, for there must be awake enough by this time, and bend- the time comes, she will be willing are over."
"I do not understand, sire."
jthan in earlier times, but not so hard no danger of a skid. And another ing forward. When at last the trail enough."
Karl stared oat through one of the
la matter at that. He listened quietly pause, where the road alanted peril- turned from the highway toward the
Karl hesitated. Then, with his
juntll she had finished, and then sent ously toward the brink of the chasm, shooting box at Wedeling, Mettllch fell heavily curtained windows. He was twisted smile, he cast tho rigid
And the time had gone etiquette of such matters to the winds.
it the chancel- back with something between a curse not so sore. would
her away. When she had got part and caution dictated
nave enjoyed the "It Is very simple," he said. "There
by when he
way to the door, however, he called lor alight, and make a hundred feet or and groan,
or
Iker back. And since a king Is a king, so of dangerous carve afoot
The fooir he mattered. "The
gin. wow no wanted win be no more trouble between these
It required diplomacy to get bin oat young fool I It was madness."
peace was ho not paying n price for two neighboring countries, because a
vea if be is one's father and very old,
Bat it was Anally done, and bis heavy
At last they drew up at an l&a la It? end children to Inherit his
marriage has today been arranged
he came.
kingdom. And perhaps who marriage between the Princess Hedwlg,
"Just one word more," he said, in figure, draped in Its military cape, tho village on the royal preserve, and
voice. "Much went on ahead, outlined by the lamps the chancellor, looking rather gray. knows? a little lev. Before him rose bis majesty's grsndnsngbtsr, and my
old, high-bre-d
a vision of Had wig, fear Crank
was of your own of the car behind him,
lallgfated. He directed that the
unhagpln
g

e.

For a moment Nikky Larisch closed
his eyes.
The anniversary of the death of
Prince Hubert dawned bright and
sunny. The place showed a thin covering of snow, which clung, wet and
sticky, to the trees; but by nine
o'clock most of It had disappeared, and
Prince Ferdinand William Otto was
informed that the excursion would
take place.
Two motors took the party, by back
streets, to the landing stage. In the
first were Annunciata, Hedwlg, and
the countess, and at the last moment
Otto bad salvaged Miss Bralthwulte
from the second car, and begged a
place for her with him. A police agent
sat beside the chauffeur. Also another
car Just ahead,
other
contained
agents, by Mettlich's order before his
departure a plain black motor, without the royal arms.
In the second machine followed a
part of the suite, Hedwig's lady In
waiting, two gentlemen of the court,
In parade dress, and Father Gregory,
come from his monastery at Etzel to
visit his old friend, the king.
At the landing stage a small crowd
had gathered on seeing the red carpet
laid und the gilt ropes put up, which
indicated a royal visit. A small girl,
with a hastily secured bouquet In her
hot hands, stood nervously waiting. In
deference to the anniversary, the flowers were tied with a blnck ribbon.
Anntinclntn grumbled when she saw
the crowd, and the occupants of the
first car looked them over carefully. It
remained for Hedwlg to spy the black
ribbon. In the confusion, she slipped
over to the little girl, who went quite
white with excitement.
"They are
lovely," Hedwlg whispered, "but please
take off the black ribbon." The child
eyed her anxiously. "It will come to
pieces, highness."
"Take the ribbon from your hair. It
will be beautiful."
Which was done! But, as was not
unnatural, the child forgot her speech,
and merely thrust the bouquet, tied
with a large pink bow, into the hands
of Prince Ferdinand William Otto.
"Here," she said. It was, perhaps,
the briefest, and therefore the most
agreeable presentation
speech the
crown prince had ever heard.
Old Adelbert, crippled veteran
long an attendant at the
opera, loses his position, an
event which starts a train of
which have a
circumstances
strange bearing upon the future
of the kingdom of Livonia.
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(TO BE CONTINUED.)

BY

THE DOOR CALLED

JOHN

Quaker Courtship in Which Woman
Frankly Expressed Herself as Favoring Brother of Wooer.
A few weeks ago the Youth's Companion reported two or three strange
nnd amusing courtships of New England tradition. A reader was moved
to add another to the list this time
a Quaker one. In a small town, of
which about half the population were
Friends, two brothers, John and Joseph, shared a farm that adjoined the
property of Sarah, a spinster in early
middle life. Both brothers In their
youth had been obvious suitors for
Snrah's hand ; but they were slow and
diffident, and neither ever reached the
point of proposing. Then an enterprising and audacious young woman,
who belonged to "the world's people,"
somehow extracted a proposal from
Joseph or dispensed with one and
married him. After several years of
matrimony she died, leaving him with
two little girls. As soon as propriety
permitted he betook himself to his
spinster neighbor's, and, according to
local tradition, spoke thus :
"It Is borne In upon me, Snrah, that
thee would make an excellent wife."
"I have no leading to contradict
thee, Joseph," replied the lady demurely.
"Also, Sarah, I believe thee compe
tent to be an admirable mother."
"Thy judgment Is to be respected,
Joseph."
"Thy housekeeping Is well esteemed,
Sarah. The women say there Is no
better housekeeper In the place."
"I am assured thee would not listen
to light gossip, Joseph."
"Then, Sarah, will thee marry me?"
"Nay, Joseph, I am not moved to
consent But thee may repeat thy
kind words about me to thy brother
John If thee thinks best"
"So that thee will enter the family,
Sarah, and care for the household. I
care not by which door thee comes In.
I have no further inclination toward
the married state for foolish reasons !"
"Whether my reasons are foolish or
no, Joseph, I will only come If I am
bidden by the door called John."
It was by the door called John that
she was soon welcomed, to rule, gently
and to order wisely a double family.

GOOD

ROADS
PROPER DRAINAGE FOR ROAD
6lde Ditches Should Be Amply Large,
With Sufficient Fall to Carry;
Off Water Rapidly.
by the United States Department of Agricultural
The only reason for crowning n road
surface Is to enable It to shed water,
and unless effective means are provided for disposing of the water after
It Is drained off the surface crowning
will be of very little, if any, advantage. The side ditches should be
amply large and should have sufficient
y
fall to carry the water away as
as it enters them, and they should
(Prepared

rap-Idl-

-

in--- -

Ohio State Highway, Brick.

at all convenient points.
Cross drains or culverts should be
constructed wherever it is desirable
to transfer drainage water across the
roud, and they should usually be provided with end or wing walls for protecting the slopes of the embankment
When the material composing the
roadbed Is likely to be springy, a system of longitudinal underdrainage
may be found necessary to secure
proper drainage. In constructing a
road, of any type whatever, It should
he constantly borne in mind that ade
quate and continually effective drainage Is absolutely necessary If the road
Is to be maintained in good condition.
hnvo outlets

SAGEBRUSH

USED FOR ROADS

Despised Weed Is Now Declared to Be
Best Building Material in
Western States.
Nohody loves the sagebrush, yet
somebody is always trying to uplift It.
This is a difficult task since Us ante-

cedents are so bad. Nevada, complained a long time because she was
cnlled the "Sagebrush state;" hunters
hated the plant because of the bitter
fluvor It Imparted to the grouse; prospectors, settlers, stockmen despised It
because It encumbered the earth. It
was fit only for rattlesnakes to cell In
and strike or for coyotes to Mend their
tawny skins into vanishment
Not long ago an Oregon man cried,
He said that sagebrush
"Eureka!"
was the best
material
In the West, says New York Sun.
Now Idaho claims In the despised weed
a source of great wealth and the solution of the problem of potash shortage: "The average acre produces
three tons of sagebrush at a cost of
The sagebrush burned In the
$25.
kiln gives from 23 to SO per cent potash. The supply is Inexhaustible."
The Idaho poet, who called for a
festival "to lift the curse from the
plant we know so well and should
love," may now consider himself even
with those who jeered and refused to
foregather with him.
g

OUTLOOK

DUBIOUS

FOR AUTO

Roads Cannot Stand Wear and Tear
They Are Being Subjected To
by Heavy Trucks.

With the shortage of labor for road
making and the more general use of
the roads for heavy hauling, It is likely that the roads as they exist will
not be able to withstand the hard
usage, and the outlook is dubious for
the automobile. Many industrial com
panies are making use of Seats of
trucks to deliver their goods, Instead
of subjecting themselves to the uncertainties of the railroad service and
the wear and tear on the roods thus
made use of is more than they can
take care of. This more than ever,
makes It evident that there should be
some very, decided reforms autde in
the matter of road building.
The
makeshift repairs which have heretofore been made are not now sufficient
Temperament of Camels.
Bearing an innate grudge against all and all new road building work should
restraint and all who restrain him, the be made on the most substantial lines.
Chicago Journal.
camel will use the great strength ot
his long legs to kick his keepers or tht
Dependence on Good Roads.
dogs which guard him In the waste
Every farmer should feel Ms deplaces, but In the presence of enemies, among wolves or other beasti pendence upon good roads. Whether
of prey, be Is a coward, forgets th or not one lives on a public highway
very nse of his legs snd proves his he should take an Interest In the
erratic temper by screaming and spit nearest one to his farm or the road
ting In terror. No camel wants to bt he must use to market his farm, orloved, and no one familiar with cameli chard and garden products.
ever entertains the least affection foi
Roads Not Properly BuNt
them. They make savages of what
To say that the roads are bad beever people breeds them. The men who
owns and uses camels cannot live la cause motortrucks have been passing
a city, he cannot travel the highway! over them is simply a confession that
through cultivated country, he cannot the roads are not properly built and
have n permanent abiding place. H maintained.
Is doomed to live In deserts and arid
Chickens Relish Insects.
grasslands, to follow the paths thai
Chickens are great destroyers of Inare lined with evergreen thorns, tamarisks and bitter weeds, to drink tht sects, Including many Injurious forms,'
saline water that his evil tempered In yard, pasture, and orchard. They
beasts prefer snd to avoid the haunti utilize, also, many grasses and weeds,
of men and horses ss the horsemai and seeds from the same, that would
circles the deserts, says Rodney Gil otherwise be of no use.
bert In Asia.
Produce Infertile Eggs,
Separate the male birds and produce
Work Moot Important
Infertile eggs; they keep better, sell
Nothing can bring you peace but better, ss well as save the food supyourself and the triumph of principles. ply and help save the nation $15,000,-00-0
Do your work and you shall
annually lost by blood rings ha feryourself. Mary B. Haskell.
tile eggs.
Philadelphia municipal court bear
to hut fiscal yean,

A
World Crime

well-to-d-

By BLISS CARMAN
of Th Vigilantes

Only a remnant of the nnclont Armenian race remains, mostly old men
and children. The rest of It has hecu
wiped ont by the Turk and the Teuton, Turkish racial animosity directed
Teuton efficiency and
by
We are usked in the
hrutlshncss.
name of humanity to save the remainand
ing KuffererH from starvation,
their race from obliteration.
The tale of tills episode of the great
war is a harrowing one, and it will last
until all history fades out forever, and
this is a good time to recall It good
for us who have lived for four years
and had no real sense of war, while
millions were living in hell.
The story cannot be told fully yet,
hut there are incidents, pages in the
horrible chapter, which should (ill us
with implacable horror of the Teuton-Tur- k
and a moving, active pity for his
victims.
The Armenian atrocity had one conception and one purpose, lint It was
curried out In various ways. The first
portion of the Armenian race to feel
the blow was not the native population
of, Armenia proper, but the scattered
Armenian communities in various
Turkish towns and cities. The procedure In over fifty places through
Anaolin was identical. The same directions from Constantinople were exactly carried out In each case by the
local authorities, and in one or two Instances where these authortles were
too humane to fulfill their monstrous
orders they were removed and more
rigorous officers put in their places.
Usually the procedure was In tills
d

wise.

The First Cruelties.
"On a given day the streets of whatever town It might be were occupied
by the local gendarmerie with tixed
bayonets, and the governor summoned
men of Armenian race
all
that had been exempted from military
draft to present themselves now on
included
pain of death.
any mule between fifteen and seventy
years of age, and these were all
marched out of the town by the
gendarmes.
They had not far to go,
for the gendarmerie had been
for the purpose from the gaols,
and the brigands und Kurds were
waiting in the hills. They were waiting to murder the prisoners. The first
secluded valley witnessed their wholesale massacre, and acquitted of their
task the gendarmes marched leisurely
Into town.
;
"This was the first act. It preceded
the pitiful possibility of resistance to
the second, which was more Ingenious
and
The women, old men
and children, who mnde up the re-- .
malnder of the Armenian population,
were not given notice of deportation
within a fixed term a week or ten
days. Whole households were uprooted and driven off to nn unknown destination, while their homes and property
were transferred to Moslems."
To rend of such things is to imagine
that these victims must have been savpitiages, some bands of
able creatures, the lowest grade of hu- able-bodie- d

'Able-bodie-

d

Wipe Out the
Profiteer

By MARK SWAN
of The Vigilant
From the lowest, to the
we loathe the obscene Beost who
drowned women and children on unwarned vessels who burned villages,
destroyed orchnrds outraged women
and bombed hospitals. We ransack the
dictionary and exhaust the vocabulary,
endeavoring to select adjectives which
will fitly describe 1dm, and his works
and finally we sum everything up In
the descriptive word "Hun."
Now what shameful word Is left us
to apply to the men who are among
us yet are not of us who used the
war as a means of extorting bloated
profits from those whose brothers they
pretend to be?
The Prussian, at least, is an open
enemy. He warned us for 40 years
that he would do what he has done
he has never tried to conceal his bestiality. In fact seems rather proud of
it.
The spy, the propagandist the dynamiter who blows up munition works
for all of these there can be found
some shred of excuse; being Prussian,
It was their business to do what frightful thing they could and ours to hang
them If we caught them doing It.
N Excuse for Profiteer.
Bat for the profiteer, the briber, the
apostle of the filthy creed, "Get it no
matter how Just get It" the men of
. our own nation, of our own blood
pretending to be our own kind hypocritically calling us fellow citizens,
while they pick our pockets there Is
no excuse and there Is no appropriate adjective to call them "Huns"
would be complimentary.
Here we are, a hundred million of
as who were drawn into a world
nightmare, trying to do our best, to
help: Boosting the Red Cross plugging for the Y. M. C. A and what la
he the profiteer doing?
Why Just lining his greedy pockets
super-lowes-

t,

THE FILM
LEE MAY
of tha Vigilantes.
Vermilion Him. with mountains of the
By JOSEPH

Wet with the brew of Grief, with here
and there

The Star of Despotism's yellow flare
O'er war's waa waste. Tbe scarlet shades
f Cala
d
Tamerlane
Aad Attlla, and
Dance Death's dank valley to the bv-ft- fi
i

inanity. They were not. They were
city dwellers, responsible folk, small
shopkeepers, professional men, traders,
like ourselves, like the citizens of nny
American small town, minding their
own affairs,
asking only to be let alone. Their
women were as refined and delicate as
our own, as unused to hardship, having the same religion, the same desire
for education for their children ns we
hove. These communities were first
robbed of their meu, and then torn
from their homes and sent to a more
dreadful fate than the fathers and
sons had suffered. They were told
that they were to he deported to other
localities. They set out on foot, destifor their unknown
tute,
destination, under guard of their oppressors, and were led into the desert
to die by the way by scores and hundreds. Children perished of exposure, of cold In the mountains, of heat
and thirst in the desert, of starvation
elsewhere. Their mothers went mad
of frantic grief. The older girls and
younger women were sold to any who
would buy and passed Into Turkish
harems or Into the hands of more hru-ta- l
possessors.
So the diminishing columns passed
on to Hie most desolate regions of (ho
south until the remnants reached. In
some cases, the Kuphrates. Here those
that remained alive were loaded Into
boats or on rafts, flouted out Into the
middle of the stream and shoved overboard.
Thousands Are Slaughtered.
The Novoye Vrem.va of Pelrograd
contained this news: "The Turkish
atrocities In the district of Bltlis are
Indescribable.
After having massacred the whole mule population of the
district the Turks collected 0,000
women and children from the surrounding villages and drove them in
Two days later they
upon Bitlls.
inarched them out to the bunk of the
Tigris, shot them all and threw the
9,000 corpses Into the river."
A newspaper
In Tlflls reported:
"The Turks linve massacred the whole
male population In the plain of Marsh.
Only 5,000 people have succeeded In
escaping and finding refuge, In Sassnm,
where the insurgent Armenians are
still holding out."
fine of the directors of nn educational Institution supiHjrted by foreign
missionaries in an Anatolian town testifies: "Of the Armenian people as a
whole we may put un estimate that
s
s
are gone, and this
Includes the leaders In every
walk of life merchants, professional
men, preachers, bishops and government ofllcluls I have said enough.
Our hearts are sick with the sights
and stories of abject terror and sufferThe extermination of the race
ing.
seems to be the objective, and the
means employed are more fiendish
than could be concocted locally. The
orders ure from headquarters, und any
reprieve must be from the same
source."
No reprieve from that source ever
came. Not until the allied armies on
the western front put a quietus on the
Potsdam gang could there be nny reprieve for this pitiful people. Not until the "Unspeakable Turk," defeated
by the liritish under Allenby, has
finally been sequestered In strict
bounds cun Armenians he sufe. We
have had no part in tha horror of putting the Turk where he belongs. We
can at least come to the aid of bis
pitiful victims and help to restore
them to some small share In the freedom of life.
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The scales of household polity are
tbe scales of love, and she who balances them evenly Is Indeed wise.
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I. Joseph Discloses His Identity to
His Brethren (vv.
He treated hi brethren harshly at
first, bis purpose being to ascertain as
to whether they were the same cruel,
heartless men its before, and to
produce penitence In their hearts. They
keenly felt their guilt and heartily repented f their folly. Judith's pathetic
appeal overcame bis apparent harshness, causing him to disclose his Identity. Heine nimble to restrain his pent-uemotions he ortli rs every one from
his presence. This n on Hie part of
Joseph troubled them: it nv.ght to have
made I hem glad. Their sins prevented
if Joy for them. This
It being a ti
most lieamifnll.v Illustrates Christ's
dealing with bis brethren, the Jews.
Just as they who had rejected him and
sold li in were compelled to come to
him for aid, so when the grettt tribulation conies. Christ's brethren, the Jews,
will cry unto blm for aid (Daniel 0:27;
12:1 ; Matthew 2l:.'l : .echiiriah 12:10-14)- .
Joseph dealt severely with bis
brethren to lest them and bring them
to repentance. So Christ will do with
the Jews (Hnsca 5 : : Kzeklel 22:19-22- .
As Joseph's love was behind his
harsh exact lugs, so back of Christ's
treatment of the Jews will be his great
love for them.
II. Joseph's Efforts to Assuage the
Grief of His Brethren (vv.
When Joseph revealed himself to his
brethren, the remembrance of their
sins pierced them through. Joseph's
first question was about his father.
This shows that bis desire was to put
their thoughts far away from their
crime. He invited them to come near
unto blm, anil assured them God had
overruled their crime in sending him
for (heir salvation. They meant It for
evil, but It was part of God's plan for
good. This does not excuse them from
the guilt of the sin. In some future
time Christ will become reconciled to
his brethren, the Jews, nud be their
Savior and benefactor (Isaiah 11:10-10I'eter, on the day of Pentecost,
showed that tin: Jews' treatment of
Christ was such, and that God's overruling providence bail turned It out
for good. Just os Egypt was obliged
to come to Joseph for sustenance and
become servants for Pharaoh through
so will all the
him (Genesis 47:13-20)- ,
world yet come to Christ for his blessing, and be reconciled to God through
him (Islalah 2:2-4- ;
11:10; Psalms
72:7-17- ;
Zecharlah 14:10).
III. Joseph Sent His Brethren With
Good News to his Father (vv. !) 15).
As soon as Joseph's brethren knew
him and were reconciled to lilm, they
were sent with the glad tidings to
their father. He assured them that he
would nourish them and that they
should he near him. They were directed to tell of Ills glory. Jacob would
not have mourned the death of Joseph
had he known of his glory. lie now
gave them the kiss of reconciliation
and (hey were permitted to talk with
him.
ltccoiic illation precedes communion.
Faith Must Show Itself.
If the church is salt, then the church
must be different from the world
around it. If the church Is light, then
tbe church must be unlike those who
huve not committed themselves to the
When Chrisleadership of Christ.
tians say the same things which unbelievers say, and do the same tilings
which scoffers do. they cease to bo a
leavening force in society. If faith
in Christ is to have nny meaning, it
must show itself in the creation of a
new type of man. A Christian should
have something In blm not to be found
in any other human being. Unless he
Is more in disposition, alia and conduct than those around liim, he is not
giving the world the Impulse or guidance which htimiihity Is in need of.
lirondway Tabernacle Tidings.
p

I
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wallowing In Illegitimate profits
which In the last analysis resolve
themselves Into the blood of bruve
men and the lives of little children.
And even in this deviltry there uro
grades. The man who extorts for Ids
hoarded food or his hoarded coal Is
low enough. In. all conscience, but he
may only he u creature without a soul,
so that the vast agony lias not touched
him.
Not being a victim, he cannot
realize there was such a thing us war.
His penalty should be merely confiscation and banishment.
No Punishment Too Severe.
But for the debased scoundrel, who
bribes some other loathsome creature
to help him foist Counterfeit clothing
or ammunition or poisonous food, on
the urmy on the very men who fought
for him there is no punishment outside the ultimate depths of the seventh
hell.
We could stand them up against n
wall and shoot them but it would be
a shame to desecrate a decent wall
we huve a myriad
but why
shame honest rope? Just as we lack
words to describe them we luck punishment to Inflict. We cun uiily recall
with regret the passing of the ruck
and the wheel.
In God's Garden.
What would happen to a cook who
We are like the rrees planted in
fed his company poisonous food?
What would happen to an officer who God's garden. The Divine Husband-maneeds to craft, prune and spray
sent his men forward to meet the
enemy equipped with blauk car- his trees ho that Ihey will bring forth
tridges, or to quartermaster who for the best fruit. Some of the little pent
his own profit dealt out shoe with which eal out the life of the tree are
puper soles? Is the crime less, because Indifference, selfishness, unklndness,
worldllness, irreverence and dishonit Is committed 3.000 miles away?
esty. The spray which kills these is
the Holy Spirit.
THE FLAG
First Three Things.
A great scholar in Scotland bos
By AMELIA JOSEPHINE BURR
said recently that since the war beof the Vigilantes.
gan there were only three things
Last year It was our heritage, the rad which bold the hearts of the people
and white and blue:
Our srendslres died to raise It and ear of Great Itrltain prayer, sacrifice,
and immortality. These are three ot
stres to keep It true.
be worthy of their the supreme tilings of life. When life
We prayed we oils-li-t
mnmrr as- we cast
In shimmering- beauty to the wind tbe becomes earnest and serious small
banner of our past.
things and unworthy Interests sink
But now O God. our hearts are with our Into the background.
dead!
our
and
living
Bone of our bone the white has grown,
Relief Not Burden.
fleeti of our flesh the red.
Our substance and our souls are pledged
A yoke Is not an Instrument ot
undefined.
to keep It
It ' an Instrument of mercy.
Last year It was our heritage today It
It It not a malicious contrivance for
la our child.
making work hard; it Is a gentle device to make hard labor light And
Ms Mr.
yet men apeak of the yoke of Christ
And Lucifer Resumes bis ancient reign.
as If It were a slavery, and look upon
Who painted It? Whose subtle, soulless those who wear It as objects of comart
passion.
Thus spills tbe vintage of the
Doing Good Turns.
d
Athro- the
channels of the
Have you ever noticed how much
No answer flashee from the royal mart. of Christ's life was spent In doing
With Abel's Mood, bo paints the battle's things In merely doing Und things?
It with that in view, and
kasnra an Ron over
And Jeers at Destiny-G- od
ytm will find that he spent a great
proportion of bis time simply In makHolland la actuary Increasing Its ing people happy, m doing good tuns
to people.
production of potato floor.
lamp-post-

n

tor-tar- e;

steel-fange-

sj

And for blessings without end.
Let Ihe voices of the people
In Thanksgiving praises blend.

THANKSGIVING DISHES.

nut Is highIs found In

Wfw

DO?

For the year of pence and plenty,

WITH CHESTNUTS.

This delicately flavored
valued, nnd where It
ubundance
tasty dishes

CAM

Something new or untried Is nlway
welcome for the great national Thanks

adds many
giving day.
to the menu.
linked bubbard
Mashed
Chestnuts
served as
squash
a
This dish, if served for
dish
an
cscallopcd
luncheon or supper dish
Is not a common
with sliced cold meat,
way of treating the
takes the place of potadish,
toes and gives as a new
yet It Is very good
dish. Shell nnd blanch
for n change.
the nuts, then cook them
Dainty Utile pumpkin pies baked In
in milk until teuder.
tins are great favorites with
Mash and season with salt, butter and pally small
the
people, and for the older
paprika.
people they may be heaped with
A
of mushed chestnuts
whipped cream and sprinkled with finespread over a custard plo before the ly grated snappy cheese.
meringue Is placed, or on a lemon pie,
Parisian Apples Peel the apples
makes a most unusual and delicious
and cut them Into small balls with a
addition.
potato cutter. Put to cook In a rich
Chestnut Custard Blanch, boll nnd Klrup flavored with lemon juice and
innsh through a ricer a quantity of
rlml, and cooked with the bright peelchestnuts. To one cupful of the pulp ings of the apples for color. When
add three egg yolks and ono beaten
tender, cool nnd serve In sherbet
white, one cupful of milk, half a
glasses with the Juice poured over
of vanilla extract and sugar them and a
spoonful of sweetened
to sweeten. Pour Into a buttered dish
cream for a garnish. This
whipped
and bake slowly. Make a meringue dish, served with plain boiled rice,
with the other two whites, with two Is n very wholesome dessert for chiltnhlespoonfuls of sugar, and brown In dren.
the oven.
Chestnut Soup Peel a quart of
Curried Chestnuts. Shell and blanch
walnrge chestnuts anil boil In salted
one pound of chestnuts: stew In chickremove tho brown peeling and
en stock until tender. Take two table- - ter; fine. Add a
teaspoonful each of
chop
spoonfuls of olive oil, or if that is not salt and sugar, the rind of a lemon
l
a
Add
teaspoon-fuat hand use com oil.
and a quart of water. Bring to a boll
of sugar, a sliced onion, one nnd cook
Hub
slowly for nn hour.
curchopped apple, a tablespoonful of
a sieve, add two quarts of
through
chutry nnd a tablespoonful of sweet
chicken or veal stock, u teaspoonful
ney; moisten with n cupful of stock of parsley finely minced, a tablespoonor gravy nnd cook until the apple Is ful of flour and a tablespoonful of butsoft, then rub through a sieve, add a ter well blended. Season with red pepsqueeze of lemon Juice and simmer per and simmer twenty minutes, stiruntil the nuts have absorbed the
ring until well blended. Put through
Serve with plain boiled rice.
u sieve nnd serve. A yolk of egg addChestnut Sauce for Turkey. Add ed to the soup Just before serving adds
two tnhlespoonfuls or flour to three both nourishment and slight thickentnhlespoonfuls of the fat from the ing.
roasting pan of the turkey. Add two
Chestnut Stuffing. Chesliiuts as a
cupfuls of boiling wnler and stir un- stalling fur fowl are a great delicacy.
til smooth and thick. Season with Boll and mash and season well with
salt, pepper, and add a pint of mashed butter, salt, pepper, and ndd bread
cooked chestnuts, a titblespoonful of crumbs to make sufficient filling. Othrhlli sauce or a few drops of tabasco. er seasonings, such ns sage ami onion,
Pour into a snuce boat nnd serve with may be added if liked. Cooking the
Ihe turkey.
broth will nlso
nuts In n
Gluced chestnuts tire n
ndd much to the flavor of the stuffing.
sweet. Boll sugar nnd a little wnter
B 5f Rl
until It cracks when dropped In waWhat's the use of lining In the
ter; dip the blanched nuts quickly In knocker's section of tho anvil chorus,
when the builders' conmiltiee of the
the sirup und place on greased plates
booster club is right next door wailto cool.
d

half-cupf-

r.

Below will be found tbe answer to
the question which hus been so Insistently asked In the caption above.
It Is a great pleasure to know from
time to time just what Is being
by the American Red Cross.
Tho largest American Ked Cross
hospital farm in England Is at Salisbury, Southampton, where n considerable part of the
estate Is under cultivation.
One thousand wounded und convalescent American soldiers played hosts
to King George, Queen Mary and Princess Mary at a big military hospital in
Dartford, just outside London, recently. The royal visitors inspected American lied Cross activities ut the hospital. A good time was had by all.
Santa Clans, Christmas und the Ked
Cross roll call come but once a year.
Tho roll call takes place during the
week of December 1(1. Speak up
nnd dig down when your name Is
called.
One of Christopher J. Krlngle's first
stops on Christmas eve will be the
In
American hospitals In France.
every ward of every hospital he will
find n Christmas tree and Hed Cross
workers waiting to help him fill soldier socks.
The Belgian commission of the
American ltcd Cross has established a
fund known os the "Queen's Purse"
for war victims. Queen Elizabeth of
Belgium goes about to hospitals constantly supplying little' extra comforts to patients.
She has spent large
sums of her own for this purpose, and
In addition the American Ited Cross
provides u purse of $.",000 for this
purpose.
nccom-pishe-

d

18ft-acr- e

The American lied Cross at Verona,
Italy, is helping an existing orphan
uge to meet the urgent problem of car
lug for motherless young children. It
hus agreed to support ten babies on-d-er
a year old, and 20 between tb
ages of one and three.
Americans in the American Red
Cross ambulance service received 66
decorations for work performed In one
month. This number includes seven
silver medals, four bronze, und M war
crosses.
Fifteen thousand men a day were;
served on an average by each of the JO
American Ited Cross canteens on the
Italian front. Sixteen of these c:iu
teens are portable.
Le Havre To provide Belgian
children with shoes and they wear
thein out quite ns fust as American
youngsters the American Ited Cross
has started shocmnking activities at
Thousands of Belgian chilLimoges.
dren In Hed Cross colonies In Krone
will be equipped.
The factories will
give employment to a number of Bel
gian adults.
Le Ilarve. A Belgian colonel, Just
from the front, speaking of a canteen
for which the American Ued Cross provided quarters on very short notice,
said : "One live demonstration like this
H
Is better than n year of talk."
also stated In a report : "It is wonderful to see how responsive the Belgians
ure to everything American."
The department of civil affairs of
the American Ited Cross undertook to
establish or maintain 14 institutions In
the war zone of Itnly, which provided
food, clothing and care for 3,477 children.

MADE BY AN
ARTIST IN FURS
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ing for you?
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If a man finds himself with bread In
both hands, ho should exehnnRe one
loaf for some flowers of the narcissus,

INVITING DISHES.

since the !oaf fee'lg the body Indeed,
hut tho flowers e;cil tin;

FOOD

FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS.

Fortunately we are not all alike in
tastes. Foods of which one Is especially fond will not
be at nil acceptable
to his
neighbor.
This diversity of
tastes
gives us
many dishes, nnd
he is indeed hard
to suit who cannot
tind some to his

Mir

Ilk-la-

Sandwiches. Mix a
of almonds, seusou with salt
and red pepper, add two tablespoon-ful- s
of chopped pickles, one tnblespoon-fu- l
of Worcestershire sauce and one
tablespoonful of chutney. Spread the
bread with cream cheese, nnd sprinkle
the almond mixture, finely
with
Salted crackers may he used
shopped.
in place of bread.
Windsor Sandwiches. Cream n cupof
ful of chopped ham with
chicken; when
1 cupful of chopped
well blended season with paprika, salt
and spread on buttered white bread.
Cheese and Pepper Sandwiches.
Mash a small cream cheese, season
ivell, add enough thick cream to make
jf the right consistency. Season with
red pepper nnd salt, ndd n finely
shredded green pepper, mix well nnd
prend on buttered rounds of white
3 rend.
Olive Sandwiches. Chop fine nnd
pound to a pulp a dozen olives and a
of crisp celery. Add an
musslghth of a teasponnful of mnde
tard, one teasponnful of catsup, two
of cracker crumbs
tablespoonful
nibbed very fine nnd a cupful of
half-nupf-

Royal

two-third- s

lalf-cnpf-

e.
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Stuffed Baked Apples. Core
apples nnd fill the centers with
raisins, sugar, cinnamon and bits of
Baste with water during the
Mitter.
taking.
The tender hearts of celery. If surrounded by chipped Ice and served,
make a most delicious accompaniment
to the meat course.
a
Orange Meringue. Cook together
pint of boiling water and a tablespoonful of corn starch which has been
mixed with cold water. Add the Juice
of two lemons, the whites of three
Cook
eggs and three oranges sliced.
the water and cornstarch with four
tablespoonfuls of sugar ten minutes,
then add the fruit Juice. Pour this
Cover
over the oranges while hot
s1th a meringue made from the whites
f the eggs and three tablespoonfuls
ot sugar.
good-die-

Items of Interest
c
For the use of shipbuilders a
driven strapping saw has been
nvented that enables two men to do
is much work as 20 men can do with
pnen-nati-

land tools.
fish
Several thousand fresh-watTTnlted States have been dis
t
tributed In Gatnn lake In an experl- d
nent to learn If they can oe
to the canal sone as a food
rapply.
accu-uate-

A hot soup nt this season of thi
year will be found most acceptabli
either noon or night.
Creole Soup. Add tf
a small diced turnip am.'
carrot n largo onion, twn
cupfuls of boiling water,
a tablespoonful of rice
und a cupful of tomatc
puree. Cook until tender, rub through a sieve,
add another cupful of boiling water
two tablespoonfuls ot fat, a teaspoonful of salt and a cupful of green pens.
Keheat and serve hot.
Delicious Omelet. Break four eggs
Into a bowl and bent just enough tf.
blend the yolks and whites. Add sail
nnd put two tablespoonfuls of but
tor substitute Into nn omelet pan
and set on the back part of the stove'
gently move the pan from side to side
to allow each portion to run down
next to the pun until the whole Is oi
creamy consistency. Then fold and
turn on a hot platter.
HotTamales. Boil n fowl until tender, strip the meat from the bones und
seedchop tine. Chop half n pound of
ed raisins and a half cupful of stoned
olives with one small red pepper, also
finely chopped. Mix all together and
stir to u paste with two cupfuls ol
cornnteal, moisten with scalding wnler and stir over the lire, conking fifAdd six
teen minutes.
eggs finely chopped and mold Into a
long roll; place in the smooth Inner
husks of green corn, or Ihe dried husks
may he used; tie with strips of the
husk and boll for on hour In wnter.
Coffee Junket Steep n tablespoon-fil- l
of coffee In a half cupful of milk,
strain nnd ndd when cool to h cupful
nnd n holf of milk warmed to the
stage and o half tnblet ol
Junket which lias hoon dissolved In n
tablesnoonsful of cold water; stir unndd sugar to taste and
til
pour Into glass sherbet cups. When
thick remove from the worm room nnd
Serve topped with a
place on Ice.
spoonful of whipped sweetened cream.
Young Carrots. Place the scraped
carrots In a saucepan with a small
onion, a hay leaf, n little salt and
pepper. Cover with stock and stew
until tender. Serve on a hot dish surrounded with seasoned mashed
hard-cooke- d

luke-wor-

well-mixe-

mta-toe-

Deviled Ham. Chop fine one pint
of boiled ham, a large part fat; add
six
eggs, one teaspoonful
of mustard, the prepared kind. Mis
nnd press Into a mold. This will keep
for weeks, and makes a tine sandwich
bard-cooke- d

filling.

A new motor to provide power for
ordinary bicycles, which Is mounted
over the rear wheel, driving It with
chain, has only seven moving parts.
By transplanting young trees upside down so that the branches develop roots and the roots leaves, an
English railroad has produced small
shade trees In less time than ordinarily.
To enable automobiles to ran over
deep sand or mod light perforated and
cleated steel runs that can replace the
tires on wheels have been Invented.

This rich nnd graceful
with Its mulT to match, Is. one of those
garments
thnt ore characteristic of this season's
styles. Its designer chose Hudson seal
end followed two converging paths to
Its success, combining the free, easy
linos of a cape with something of the
enugness of a coat. Ills Ingenuity was
rewarded in a wrap more graceful
than either of Its Inspirations. It Is
much more cor.y thun a cape or scarf,
easily made equal to a coat for comfort. But on mild days or In the warmer climates It Is worn open at the front
and hanging about the shoulders, ns
nsnnlly us either a cape or scarf.
When the wearer of this pretty garment adjusts It as a protection against
.he cold, the ingenuity of the furrier
who made It reveals Itself. The narrow scarf, attached to the neck, and
passing through straps of fur at the
waist line. Is slipped from under these
straps and wrapped about the throat,
and the front of the wrap fastened up
to meet It, thereupon it is a warm
coatee. The muff Is
with slashed frills at the ends and every woman knows that It may actually
keep the hands warm, or merely serve
as a luxurious and elegant accessory
of dress. Both the wrap and muff
are distinctly
Hudson seal Is a favorite with designers, but these artists In furs have
distinguished themselves In other pelts.
Squirrel, dyed and natural, broadtail,
ringtail, mole and kolinsky are dividing honors with seal In coats, coatees,
capes and In those combination wraps
that have so captivated well dressed
cope-coate-

much-admire-

e

melon-shape-

Bath Bags vs. Bar 8oap.
Baih bags, refreshing and lathery,
can be made to take the place of the
bars of soap and will be found to
make a big saving In the amount ot
pore soap used. Scrape a bar of pore
castile soap Into a powder, and one-hapound of orris root,
pound of almond meal and one and
Make
f
pounds of oatmeal.
cheesecloth bags four Inches square
and put heaping tablespoonfnl of tha
mixture In each less If 70a wish.
Use suae as a wash doth.
lf

one-ha- lt

one-hal-

women.
While the shorter surmcnus.
ore having a great vogue the luxur
ious long coats, like nut scarfs amf
muffs, are always good style.

Ribbon Workbag.
A good workliug for a Christmas gift
cun lie mnde from two yards of Dresden ribbon Ax nnd one-hal- f
inches
wide nnd one embroidery hoop. Out
two rounds of curdboord, Ihe size of
the hoop for tlie bottoms of the "double-decker"
bug, pad with sheet coi-to- n

and cover with the ribbon. Divide
the remaining ribbon In halves and
sen in up both pieces. Then sew one to
a cardboard round and fasten at the
top of the outside rim of the embroidery hoop. Make the top part of th
bag In the same way, suve that tha
cardboard bottom Is to be sewed to
the Inside of the embroidery ring,
which has been covered by the silk
ribbon.
Dressup Frocks.
charming and simple dinner gows
muy be made of black mallnes lace and
black net over a foundation of whit
English embroidery. A frock of dark
green charmeuse, if correctly made,
with long, tight sleeves and a narrow,
draped skirt, need have no trimminr.
A pale pink batiste frock should be
trimmed with real filet lace and girdled
with blue tinsel cloth, glinting wlta
gold and silver threads.
A

Veils In Demand.
Good business In bordered veils

of

one kind or another Is being done at
retail, and the demand Is reflected In
the wholesale trade in the duplicate orders received for them. Tells of this
type for holiday giving are very well
thought of. Especially good are flue
mesh veils heavily dotted with chenille,
these dots often forming tha border.
Tells of this type are worn either tight'
at the neck or banging loose. Borders
of velvet and for also arc seen,
being drawn close about tfcs aeck t
collar effect

tas

"HAVE YOU A HEART AND
A DOLLAR" IF SO, USE THEM

!

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES,

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF

How many 100 per cent, families
are there in Santa Fe?
The Santa Fe Chapter of the Red
Crosis will find out next week when
the Christmas roll call takes place.
What
is a hundred per cent,
family? Look into the windows next
L.
in
Zimmermann
John
formerly
week. If
see there a flag with
the U. S. Revenue office here has re- Red Cross you
you will know that the
turned to the city from Deming.
family holds a membership in the
If you see other crosses
General Manager C. H. Bristol of Chapter.
on this flag you will know
the Santa Fe railway was here from pasted
that other member of the houseLa Junta on business before the state hold
"belong" as they should. If
corporation commission this week. you se- smaller crosses on the flac
you will know that the children are
The Rell Oil and Gas company of j,lnjor Ken-- Cross members.
If on
Santa he was organized this week!t)le )arf,c Kcd Cross vou sce a white
by A. R. Renehan, Carl IT. Gilbert and,cross, yo wji knr)W tlat rVery per-S- r
3 calvtal,zat,on son in that household has done his
X"m m"y
duty and enrolled in the Red Cross
'I here
w'll he no solicitation how
n' cver. for Junior Red Cross members,
hour federal pn oners wenI
to
from Santa
Wednesday
I'ortj.,, cvory rnj,) ;s .pposH to belong
ll it In? c.uslodv I.V.r tin- rcnilnr
Leavenworth Kans.T, ....
enrnll.
.
... .
l
Tf
oi iicmy isnsstu
snciiii i.it ln(, K,oths will he provided, or
in
(haves county.
at the
memberships may be given
Red Cros rooms in the new Musemn.
l he annual declamatory
contest ot a special effort is to be made on
the Santa Fe trgh school w;!l be he'd Mcin,aVi December 16 to get in as
at the St Franc's auditorium ton'tdit lllrtnv In i,nlwrc as nnsstttlp ItnA it in
rr. ...si.
' 10 Tim lu..tt vclw.nl rW rlub
uimuenwy unpen mat .amii re win
participate and the public is invited. a(r:,jn do its full duty from the start.
The promise is made, that if the
A meeting of the state suffrage Nation
responds as it should, that
league witli Mrs. W. E. Lindscy was there will be no further drives for
called at the cxcctu've man:on ves- - the Rel Cross. Not that its work
terday afternoon. Mrs. R. I'. Rarnes . .,..,1 reoonsibilities have lessened.
stale president was one of the visit-signing of the armistice has
ors.
intensified, ( anything, the demands
upon its broad charity. The local
men as, i.riicd to limit, d chapter has been assigned four times
Twctily-tw- i
ervire under the draft act In vi-- ; :,s many refugee garments as hereto- ihoiis part' of the stat.' were ordered fore. iln, needs every worker who
to Camp l.odv hv rei'-radisbursing can possblv come to its rooms o
this week, pre- - SCWj to baste, to sew on buttons,
off:cer R. C.
and to give
paratory to discharge from the ser- - to make button-hole- s
a nam! in the work that must be
vice.
done immediately if precious live;
Robert W. Panke.v, a itephiw
are to be saved in the
s eitv who regions.
fun. It F. I'ankey, ui
has been in the serv'ce since the
Surely, there is not a person in
hegiiuiing of the war was promot- Santa Fe with soul so dead as to
ui refuse "to belong" to the greatest
ed from serL'cant In lieutenant
October and is now stationed at prid noblest secular civilian organiPresidio. California.
zation on the Face of the Earth.

Here and There Over the State

General and Personal
f

tj..4.4..;.4

Lieutenant
Benjamin Alarid, returned to Santa Fe during the week
from Camp Pike, Arkansas.
Chairman George R. Craig of the
Republican state central committee
was a recent visitor in the city.

IT WAS WORTH IT
I'm glad I joined the army
I'm glad I came to France!
I found in all these changes
Excitement and romance!
I

I'm glad I faced the Germans I
I'm glad that I was shot,
Because that's why they laid me
Here in this little cot!

-

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bond, and son
and Mrs. C. H. Collette, of Espanoh,
were visitors in the city Sunday.
M:l'on
Assistant Attorney Genr-m- l
J Hclmick Ins re'urned from the
o'ficer.s training camp a' C::m; Pkc
Arkansas,
Miss I eila LeMastrrs, an cnvlo'c
t'ie forestry office 'n this city
for the pas't voar. has returned o her
home in California.
in

Dr. W If. Livingston,

of Espannla.
the city Sunday visit'ng his
wife Mrs. Livingston nnd tbc new
iby who are at St. V'ticents sani-- J
;n

Hi

I'm glad two bones were broken!
I'm !ad things are no worse!
Just see who tends me daily
This little Red Cross nurse!
I'm glad for all the struggle!
I'm glad for all the strige!
I've told her that I love her
She says she ll be my wife I
Cartoons Magazine.

-
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CHURCHES

f. nBen was one ot tnose gooaj
urn
carted old darkies who always wore
.

Make this a Red Cross Christmas

.

Haroa- - Not All Orar Than
During the recent Spanish influenza epidemic, which raged in Taos
and surrounding vicinity, the people
met the situation in a heroic man-ne- r.
Many were the volunteers, men
and women, who did not stop to
consider themselves but went forth
to relieve the needs of the numerous
patients suffering in the emergency
hospitals and in their homes. There
were instances where entire famil'es
were stricken at the same time, making it impossible for any of them
to assist one another.
No slackers were in evidence In
the Taos community for those who
were alarmed at the contageousness
of the disease assisted generously
:n a financial way, which answered
Mr.
many
purposes
admirably.
i5arkcri diairman of the local Red
Cross at Taos; earned on the snlen-- I
lid and efficent work day and night,
.:
. .. .1
minii lie nu w cis inaicu aiiiuiiu iiicaff,,rt,H of th rtrpaH malnrtv and
eI,ed t remain nome o sev- era,Hdays
It was under his direc- L-

so when I met him yester- ...
anu waiciicu nis vcni lurm huui
any
,u..
The happiest, merriest Christmas the world ever
General conditions of the fin situa-- 1
anxious face I feared the worst for
conducted
and
every
thing pos-ht'on in T.ios county on the whole
soldter ton.
lsib,e done to combat the ep dCmic.
knew is almost here. But in the rejoicings of
are very encouraging.
Only a few
Morning, unct ueni wnai news. Th.
nf th. diseas(, wa.
from vour boy?
rases have been reported in differ-- !
peace and freedom there is one note of serious
at first by many until
had a not realized
suhf
cnt communities.
bad,
Jus'
"Oh,
turrtgle
and
the
death rate in that
too late,
e
.
t
f . . t.
11
t.
i
ness, that America must not forget there is
.osi nm.. nc;
,
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